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Alesson in organization from building design
- Transcending dua'lity through tensional

integrity: part 1
A geodesic dome, Photo: Courtesy ot Kaiser Aluminium (Temcor)

Introduction

It is characteristic of society today that
any area of thought, belief or action
is viewed in a dualistic manner, either
positively or negatively. Much of the
dynamics of society is determined by
interaction, competition or conflict
between those holding such polarized
perspectives on any issue. The struc
tures currently available reflect this
situation by either (a) focusing attention
on one pole of the duality, ignoring the
other, or treating it with varying degrees
of hostility, or (b) integrating the dual
ity into the structure and permtting a
change over time in response to a ma
jority (such as at elections) between

'acting in terms of one pole or of the
other, or (c) integrating the duality into
the structure such that one division fa
vours the approach 'indicated by one
pole of the duality and another favours
that of the second pole. Since the dual
istic approach is extremely divisive, the
question is whether more adequate ap
proaches are not available as a basis
for new kinds of structures which could
by-pass the conflict situation built into
the dualistic approach without denying
its reality.
The purpose of Part 1 of this article
is to draw attention to the manner in
which this problem has been examined
in architecture and how dualities are
balanced and transcended within what
are known as« tensegrity »structures(1).
Such an approach suggests a number of
interesting possibilities by which to
handle: (a) sets of dualities, such as
opposing values or viewpoints, (b)
groups pursuing 'opposing objectives,
(c) relationships between structures ba
sed on the «organic, wholistic» view
that «all men are brothers» and the

« bureaucratic» view which emphasi
zes the importance of «rational, ef
fective» structures, and (d) relation
ships between an organizational system

. and any corresponding (or complemen
tary) network. The question is whether
this approach offers us clues to a new
kind of «psycho-social architecture».
This is explored in Part 2 of the article
(see pages 258-265).

The Lesson from
Building Design
It would be desirable to precede this
section by a development of the fami
liar argument that there is an interplay
between the principles governing the
physical architecture and designed
structures current in a society and those
governing the psycho-social organiza
tions of that society. Unfortunately
space limitations preclude doing so in
any adequate manner and it is only
possible to develop the following argu
ment in such a way as to stress that
correspondence.
A bUilding, like any other structure
(including psycho-social structures) has
forces acting on it, or stresses acting
within it, which are trying to deform
it or cause it to move. These forces
pass through the structure, pushing on
some elements (hence « compressive »

force) and pulling on others (hence
« tensile» force). Until the last century,
most of the bUilding materials availa
ble were effective in resisting compres
sive forces (e.g. brick, stone), but few
durable materials were capable of with
standing even moderate tensile stress
(with the limited exception of wood).
Consequently buildings and bridges
were designed so that large tensile stres
ses did not occur in them.

The fundamental problem in bUilding
is to support a load, whether in the
case of a bridge or simply to establish
a covered space. As in diagram 1 thiS
can be done with beams on columns.
But in order to increase the floor space
and reduce the materials reqUired for
a given load, arches of increasing so
phistication have been constructed
from Roman times.

« The arch is essentially a device for
dispensing with a center post, by split
ting the thrusts a center post would
support and by deflecting them to the
sides. The downward pull of gravity
on the keystone is converted into paired
outward thrusts, which the face angles
of successive stages transform into
doWnward thrusts once more, but
downward thrusts now borne by the
side columns. Thus the columns
actually support the weight of the key
stone and its neighbours, without having
to be located directly under the stones
whose weight they bear. So a central
space is cleared beneath the arch.
It is clear that everything is held in
place by weight, so that the continuities
of stress are chiefly compressive. Two
or more intersecting arches will define
a dome-shaped space, again clear of
supporters because the work of support
has been transferred to peripheral co
lumns ...
Though the visible continuities are com
pressive, there is in fact an invisible
tension network which analysis cannot
ignore. Each component of a stone dome
is held in place by the earth's gravita
tional field, pulling tensionally « down
ward» through the structure. If the
dome were inverted, the force that
pulls it together would pull it apart. If
it could be placed in orbit, it would

(1) There are few sources of intormation on tensegrity, originally inves
tigated by R. Buckminster Fuller. This article reviews the insights in
the three principle sources currently available, although their authors
are not responsible for any interpretations here of the possible psycho
social implications of these principles: R. Buckminster Fuller. Syn
ergetics~ explorations in the geometry of thinking. New York, Mac-

milian, 1975 (Tensegrity, pp. 372-432).
Anthony Pugh. An Introduction to Tensegrity. Los Angeles. University
of Calitornia Press, f976 (See also: Polyhedra; a visual approach.
Same author and publisher).
Hugh Kenner. Geodesic Malh and How 10 Use 11. Los Angeles, Uni
versity ot California Press. 1976 (ParI 1 : Tensegrity. pp. 3-44).
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« L'affaire de tous »

de la degradation de ce Comite. Mais
I'intention des Etats importe ici pius
que le sort du Comite.

Un observateur attentif de la consulta
tion nous disait dernierement que si la
Charte des Nations-Unies etait Et re
faire, i! !J'est pas sOr que I'art. 71 y
trouverait encore place. Faute d'une re
vision de la Charte qUi prevoit, en son
article 109, que toute modification exi
gera la ratification de tous les membres
permanents du Conseil de securite, le
Conseil economique et social sera
tente, dans sa majorite, de proceder par

la bande, de I'interieur, en reduisant la
consultation a des taches politiquement
inoffensives ou de complaissance ou
encore au simple r61e de diffuseur de
recommandations des Etats.

On en lira les textes ci-apres.

Les reponses de la France et de I'Au
triche concernant I'application par les
ONG des principes regissant leur statut,
objectent Et cette tendance contraire
aux buts et aux principes de la Charte.

Faut-il dire que le dommage serait pour
I'avenir de I'organisation internationale

beaucoup plus que pour les ONG ecar
tees qUi y trouveraient un avantage pu
blicitaire et un accroissement d'atten
tion? Car le fait associatif non-gou
vernemental existe en soi et non par la
grace du statut consultatlf. On doit
savoir que les ONG, associations inde
pendantes, qui se sont vouees Et la pro
tection des droits humains n'attendent
pas I'autorisatlon des Etats pour se
manifester Et travers les frontiElreS et
que le sixieme continent non territorial
cher a Johan Galtung n'a besoin ni
d'agrements ni de passeports.

Robert FENAUX

Le statut consultatif et les droits de I'homme

Les reponses de la France et de I'Autriche a I'enquete de
I'Ecosoc sur I'application par les ONG des principes

regissant leur statuto

AUTRICHE

L' Autriche fait grand cas du r61e des organisations non gou
vernementales dans le domaine des droits de I'homme. Le sta
tut consultatif qui peut leur etre accorde en vertu de la resolu
tion 1296 (XLIV) du Conseil economique et social est donc en
visage comme tres important pour les travaux de ces organi
sations et pour la protection et la promotion des droits de
I'homme en general. Comme il est dit au paragraphe 17 de
ladite resolution, une attention particulierp sera accordee aux
demandes emanant d'organisations qui, ayant des activites
dans le domaine des droits de I'homme, ont pour but avant
tout de combattre le colonialisme, I'apartheid, I'intolerance
raciale et autres violations manifestes des droits de I'homme
et des libertes fondamentales.

11 semble evident que les activites de ces organisations doivent
etre conformes Et I'esprit, aux buts et aux principes de la
Charte des Nations Unies et en particulier aux ragles edictees
pour I'accomplissement de leur tache dans les decisions et
resolutions pertinentes des organes de l'Organisation des Na
tions Unies. 11 est impossible de considerer qu'une organisa
tion non gouvernementale contrevient Et ces ragles du seul
fait qU'elle exprime sa preocupation Et propos de violations
des droits de I'homme - ou que celles-ci soient censees
s'etre produites, si I'organisation parvient Et celle conclusion a
partir des renseignements appropries dont elle dispose. Le
Gouvernement autrichien n'a eu connaissance d'aucun fait
qui pourrait indiquer que des organisations non gouvernemen
tales n'aient pas respecre les ragles susdites, et notamment
les dispositions du paragraphe 8 de la resolution 1503 (XLVIII)
du Conseil economique et social ou les conditions relatives
au maintien du statut consultatif enoncees au paragraphe 36 b)
de la resolution 1296 (XLIV) du Conseil economique et social.

En consequence, de I'avis du Gouvernement autrichien, il n'y
a lieu de prendre aucune decision au titre du paragraphe
36 b) de la resolution 1296 (XLIV) du Conseil economique et
social. •

FRANCE
Le Gouvernement francais attache .Ia plus grande importance
au r61e que le statut consultatif confare aux organisations non
gouvernementales internationales accreditees aupres du Con
seil economique et social. 1I estime en effet que ces organisa
tions non gouvernementales ont apporte une contribution pre
cieuse aux Nations Unies dans des domaines aussi varies que
ceux de la paix, du desarmement, des droits de I'homme, de
la condition de la femme et des affaires sociales. Leur r6le,
qUi consiste notamment a assurer une participation populaire
directe aux programmes et aux activites des Nations Unies,
lui para1t essentiel et repond a leur vocation democatique
dans un contexte pluraliste.
Les organisations non gouvernementales expriment le point de
vue de secteurs importants de la societe. Leur principale con
tribution reside dans le fait qU'elles apportent aux debats un
eclairage particulier. Le caractare specifique de leur contri
bution a d'ailleurs ete formellement reconnu par la Charte,
notamment dans son Article 71.
Statutairement, tant a I'ONU que dans le cadre tripartite de
I'OIT, des organisations non gouvernementales ont officielle
ment acces aux procedures de plainte en violation des droits
de I'homme reconnus par la legislation du travail, notamment
de la Iiberte syndicale. Dans ces domaines, ces organisations
non gouvernementales ont la faculte de porter le differend de
vant le Conseil economique et social, devant la Conference in
ternationale du Travail, mais aussi devant le Conseil d'adminis
tration et le Comite de la Iiberte syndicale du BIT. Des proce
dures tres precises ont ete prevues et sont d'ailleurs mises
en ceuvre chaque annee, pour enqueter sur les plaintes ex
primees dans les communications des organisations non gou
vernementales.
Le Gouvernement francais confirme son adhesion aux disposi
tions de la resolution 1296 (XLIV) du Conseil economique et
social qui regissent les modalites de la consultation avec les
organisations non gouvernementales. 11 entend veiller scrupu
leusement a leur stricte application. •
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(2) The above quotation should be re-read in the light of the psycho
social implications argued in the following sections. There is an in
triguing parallel between the keystone and the position and lunctior>
01 tl)e leader (or, boss.) in an organization.

« The way to do this is to abandon al
together the concept of structural weight
impinging on the compressive continui
ty of bearing members, the whole guar
ded by occasional tensional reinforce
ment. Instead of thinking of weight
and support, we may conceive the do
mical space enclosure as a system of
equilibriated omnidirectional stresses.
Such a structure will not be supported.
It will be pulled outward into sphericity
by inherent tensional forces which its
geometry also serves to restrain. Gravi
tation will be largely irrelevant...

Un like the stone arch or ttle stone
dome, such structures are not made
stronger by being made heavier. In fact,
they can with advantage be made ne
gligilby light in comparison with the
tensional forces that bind the compo
nents. The one-way tension of terristrial
gravity is replaced by the multidirection
tension of structural members. The sys
tem is therefore stable in any position.
Moreover, a tendency to peripheral or
local stresses, such as those restrained
by the chain around the dome of St
Peter's, is supplanted by a multidirec
tional stress equilibrium. A correspon
ding multidirectional tension network
encloses accidental stresses wherever
they arise. There are no points of local
weakness inherent in the system».
(Kenner, pp. 5-7).

In such a system, the tensional integrity
(. tensegrity ») for the transmission of
forces throughout the structure is achie
ved through a continuous network of
tensile elements, the compression ele
ments being discontinuous in a soap
bubble or a balloon, an envelope of sur
face tension attempts to close inward
against the outward compressive force
of the enclosed air. The eqUilibrium
between tension and compression is

As indicated above, the diagram shows
how such buttresses may work (2). In
the absence of buttresses, some form
of steel band may be wrapped around
the structure to keep it together at its
region of potential failure (a chain is
used around the dome of St Peter's in
Rome). The necessity for such deVices,
designed with great precision by the
engineers of today, makes clear how
precarious is the structure's equili
brium, even when equilibrium is achie
ved without their aid.

This approach continues the tradition
established in Roman times. Even in
the past century, with the development
of new high tensile strength materials
(e.g. alloys), few structures have been
designed to exploit them. In the sophis
ticated structu res of nature, such as
trees for example, there is however al
ways a balance between the use of
compression and the use of tension 
and the compressive elements are usual
ly much bulkier (to prevent buckling)
than the tensile elements.

As a consequence of this observation
a completely different approach was
suggested by R. Buckminster Fuller and
here described by Hugh Kenner :

drift apart. Thus its structural integrity
depends on the weight of its compo
nents, and on the way they are oriented
in earth's gravitationai field. A success
ful design is essentially a feat of balan
cing. All forces are resolved along lines
perpendicular to earth's surface, so that
gravity and the mutual impenetrability
of stones achieve a standoff. Any forces
that deviate from this system of perpen
dicular resolutions will create a tenden
cy to collapse inward or outward, and
must be counteracted by braces or but
tresses». (Kenner, pp 3-4).

"._:=-----:-=-~.

... is indicated by...

these progressive refinements ...

... 01 organizations and groups...

••. in the hierarchical structure...

DIAGRAM 1
Indication of the development of the
arch (and its use in gothic cathedrals)*

What parallel evolution...

* See also: R. Bechmann. L'archilecture gothique; une expression des condilions du milieu. Science, vol 1, 1978,4, pp 94-105.

J.J.

... to load bearing... ... and sIress dislribution... .., in buildings
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Decoration of traditional design; Photo: UNESCO, Cart

III" .~.ill

(a) Photograph of a model 01 a tensegrity system (diamond patlern) based on an icosidode
cahedron, (b) A sketch of fhe polyhedron clarifies how its edges are outlined by the tendons In
the model. (N,B, Each pentagon side is the chord 01 a " great-circle », making 6 great-circles
01 that kind - since one does not lorm part 01 a given pentagon. A further 25 great-circles,
based on other symmetry leatures, are less immediately eVident),

Diagram 2

Harmony in new design, Photo: UNESCO I J,P. Heim

Systems and Polyhedra
There are two ways in which an opera
tional space can be elaborated :
L The space is first conceived as dis
tinct from its external environment
Fuller states: A system is the first sub
division of Universe ... Oneness, two
ness, and threeness cannot constItute a
system» (p. 95-96). Also: "Systems
are unpredicted by oneness, twoness,
or threeness» (p. 98). Namely it takes
a minimum of four vertexes to define
a set of planes giving insideness and
outsideness, the basic requirement to
ensure that a system in distingUished
from its environment (4).

In this approach, one commences with
a whole (perhaps conceived as a spheri
cal surface). and having broken it up
by establishing a minimum of 4 ver
texes, an independent system is achie
ved, Further vertexes can now be
added to complexify the system, if this
is appropriate to whatever it is suppo
sed to represent (5),

2, Structural elements (struts) can be
taken and it is found that an enclosed
space is not defined until 6 such ele
ments meet at 4 vertexes, The shape
of the space can be rendered more
complex using more elements, Again,
a system is defined.

The seemingly simplistic distinction
between these two approaches has been
made because the first involves essen
tially the progressive conceptual break
down of a whole, whilst the second pro
ceeds in terms of the aggregation of
parts,

With regard to the systems which emer
ge by either procedure, Fuller makes
the unexpected point that: "All sys
tems are polyhedra}) (p. 95), He ar
gues that the focal points for energy
events in any system are linked into a
closed pattern of relationships which
can effectively be represented by an
appropriate polyhedron (6). "Polyhe
dra are topologically describable finite
system enclosures}) (p, 655).

modelled as a spherical shape whose
symmetry is complete. In a model of
a tensegrity system (see Diagram 2), the
struts push outward like the air inside
a balloon, and the tendons pull inwards
like the skin of a balloon. Increasing
the forces in either the balloon or the
tensegrity system increases the strength
and load-bearing capacity of the sys
tem (3).

(3) 11 has calcu lated that a geodesic metal sphere approx. 0,5 miles
in diameter would drift like a bubble if the air inside it were one
degree warmer than that outside.

(4) ,Not only can there be no awareness until there is otherness to be
aware of, but there can be no magnitude awareness with only one
otherness, .. You can have no sense of awareness of shape with just
one otherness or two othernesses. Shape awareness commences only
with three othernesses where the relationship of three as a triangle
has finite closure. Shape is what you see areally, and until there is
closure, there is no area of otherness. Not until we have four other
nesses do we have macrocosmic volumetric awareness. Four is re-

quired for substantive awareness. System awareness begins when we
find the otherness surrounding us, when we are omnidirectionally
enclosed ... (Fuller, p. 656)

(5) With regard to this approach, a speciai aigebraic / logical notation has
been developed: G. Spencer Brown. Laws of Form. London, Alien and
Unwin, 1969.

(6) , All the interrelationships of system foci are conceptually represented
by vectors. A system is a closed configuration 01 vectors. It is a
pattern of forces constituting a geometrical integrity that returns
upon [lself in a plurality of directions. (Fuller, p. 97).
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Geodesic dome construction: clue for the creation of tensegrity organizations? Photo: Courtesy Kaiser Aluminium (Temeor).

be discussed. The concrete models of
the tensegrity systems of interest here
are constructed with" struts" and" ten
dons". But the compressive struts also
represent vectors (10), and the tendons
represent tensors. For Fuller: "Vec
tors and tensors constitute all elemen
tary dimension. A vector represents
an expelling force (from the system)
and a tensor an impelling force» (Ful
ler, p. 260).

The polyhedron by which the system
is represented is delineated with li
nes (11) crossing at points (12). For
Fuller: " Lines are vector trajectories»
(p. 260) and "Every trajectory in a
system will have to have at least two
crossings» (p. 271).
The reader should refer to Annex 3
which illustrates the nature of tensegrity
structures. If additional compressive
elements (struts) are added appropria
tely, the degree of approximation to a
sphere increases progressively. The
tensile elements outline the sphere's
outer surface (to the extent that the
polyhedron approximates to it), whilst
the struts outline the inner surface. The
integrity of the spherical skin as a who
le is independent of central support.
It does however require that all ten
sional circuits be completed (possibly
by anchoring a truncated structure to
the earth, as in most geodesic domes).

The first principle of geodesics as stated
by Hugh Kenner is: " The structure is
Idted outward by a hidden tensional
system. It resembles a contained explo
sion, like a balloon: compress/ve out
thrusts held in a tensile web, with this
difference that the forces pulling out
ward are also coming from the web.
The structural members are not falling
in together, nor in any important way
leaning on one another» (p. 43).
Fuller emphasizes that the behaviour
of the individual compressive elements
cannot be understood in isolation or in
terms of a simple chordal two-way
thrust: « The comprehensive spherical
tensor network can only relax inwardly.
'vVhen aB in place l the tensegiity-com
press ion struts can only prevent the
tension network from closing inward
toward the sphere's center, which is its
comprehensive proclivity. The syner
getic force of the struts (that is, their
total interrelationship tendency) is not
predicted by anyone strut taken singly.
It is entirely omniradially outward.
The force of the strut is not a chordal
two-way thrust» (p. 386). The com
pressive element «is not fastened in
shove or sheer. It pulls outwardly of
the spherical system, away from the
tension members at both of its ends si
multaneously; 'when released, it pops
only outwardly from the sphere's cen
ter » (p. 390). It does not shove by the

tension member from which it is rel
eased.

Preliminary conclusion
In the light of the above generalized
description of tension and compression
in tensegrity systems, the challenge is
to see whether the intriguing clues can
be used to clarify the nature of any
parallel in psycho-sociai systems, espe
cially organizations (see Part 2, pages
258-265). In so doing it should be
remembered that tensegrity systems
exist and can be comprehended as who
les, even though they may be complex
(Diagram 2). Extensive verbal des
criptions may in fact only serve to dis
guise the whoiislic, synergistic qualities
of such systems - hence the value of
constructing and handling models,
which may then serve as a scaffolding
for reflections about their psycho-social
equivalents. (The above paragraphs
should be re-read in the light of any
resulting insights.)

This is a working paper prepared by
AJN Judge for the sub-project on net
works of the Goals. Processes and Indi
cators of Development Project of the
Human and Social Development Pro
gramme of the United Nations Uni
versity (Tokyo), coordinated from the
Institut universitaire d'etudes du deve
loppement (Geneva).

(10) «A vector manifests a unique energy event - either potential or real
Ized - expressed discretely in terms of directions, mass, velocity, and
distance.. A vector always has unique direction relative to other
events. It is discrete because it has a beginning and an end. Its length
represents energy magnitude, the product of its velocity and its mass.
The direction is angular in respect to the axis of reference of the
observer or in respect to an omnidirectional coordinate system»
(Fuller, p. 259).

(11) «Speaking operationally, lines are the products of the energy inter
actions of two or more separate systems. The local environment is
a system. A line is always formed by an alteration of the local en-

vironment by another system. «Lines» are the patterns of conse
quences of one system altering another system either by adding 10
it or laking away from it. » (p. 252).

(12) "What we really mean by a point is an unresolved definition of an
activity ... Without insideness. there is no outsldeness; and without
either insideness or outsideness, there is only a locus fix ... A point's
definitively unresolved event relatIOnships inherently embrace poten
tial definitions of a complex of local events. When concentrically and
convergently resolved, the <of: point» proves to be the «center» 
the zero moment of transition from going inwardly and going out
wardly. Physical points are energy-event aggregations» (p. 257-8).
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Plastic-covered geodesic dome; Photo I.P .s.

Geodesic
IcosahedronIcosahedron

tices are aligned along great-circle axes.
In Fuller's words:
«Compound curvature, or sphericity,
gives the greatest strength with the least
material... Not until we have three
noncommonly polarized, great-circle
bands providing omnitriangulation as
in a spherical octahedron, do we have
great circles acting structurally to
self·interstabilize their respective sphe
rical positionings by finitely intertrian
gulating fixed points less than 180 de
grees apart ... The more minutely the
sphere is subtriangulated by great cir
cles, the lesser the local structural-ener
gy requirements and the greater the
effectiveness of the mutual-interpositio
ning integrity. This spontaneous struc-

OctahedronTetrahedron

DIAGRAM 3. A series of polyhedra in order of increasing spherical symmetry

rigidity but a state of eqUilibrium, to
which, when disturbed, it seeks to res
tore itself» (Kenner, p. 12). The grea
ter the symmetry, the greater the abil
ity to distribute and absorb local stres
ses throughout the whole system.
The question of the sphericity of the
system is important as an indication
of the efficiency with which energy
may be distributed throughout the sys
tem. This is maximized when the pla
nes of symmetry of a polyhedron con
stitute great-circles on a circumscribed
sphere. Tensegrity systems, which are
supported by tension are most econo
mical when the tensile network runs
for considerable distance without chan
ging. direction, namely when the ver-

Symmetry and Sphericity
Since systems can be represented by
polyhedra, two questions raised by
both approaches are (a) how symmetri
cal is the space defined and (b) how
closely does it approximate to a sphere.
The first is important because: « Sym
metry is a measure of a system's ability
to absorb rearrangment that cannot be
detected» (Kenner, p. 54).
« Ability to respond as a system means
that local .stresses are being uniformly
transmitted throughout the structure,
and uniformly absorbed by every part
of it. The system's symmetry is not
deformed: the system expands as a
whole or contracts as a whole. This is
not the behavior we are used to in any
structures of our previous experiences.
The compression members do not be
have like conventional engineering
beams ... Ordinary beams deflect local
ly. The tensegrity «beam» does not
act independently of « the whole buil
ding" which contracts only symme
trically when the beam is loaded. The
tensegrity system is synergetic - a
behavior of the whole unpredicted by
the behavior of the parts» (Fuller,
p. 401). « This principle points toward
valuable economics in material. In
stead of designing every part of the
system to receive unassisted whatever
loads it may incur, with consequent lo
cal accretions of weight and bUlk, we
may instead design the system on the
assumption that local stress will be
transmitted throughout its extent and
shared by all its members. The normal
state of the system is not a state of
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The Spheric Experience

« Zero and the concept of emptiness, too, are
comparatively late inventions (clearly because
they too leave nothing to hold onto in explain
ing them). Even now we find it hard to con
ceive of emptiness as such: we only manage to
think of it as the absence of something positive.
Yet in many metaphysical systems, notably
those of the East, emptiness and absence are
regarded as more fundamental and ultimately
more substantial than presence. This is also con
nected with the fact, now acknowledged by
most biologists, that symmetry, being the natural
condition of an unstressed situation, does not
require explanation, but on the contrary it is
asymmetry which needs to be explained '.

- Christopher Alexander. Notes on the Syn
thesis of Form. Harvard University Press,
1971, p. 197.

» What we do have experimentally as a sphere is an aggregate of energy event foci approxima
tely equidistant in approximately all directions from one energy-event focus. ThiS is a system in
which the most economical relationships between embracingly adjacenl foci are the great-circle
chords, and not the arcs •. (Fuller, p. 654)

<i The spheric experience is a high.frequency, omnidirectional complex of events and their
relatedness. Since it is concerned with the most aconomical relatedness, we can also speak of
It as a geodesic spherical experience. This is where the importance of chords comes in. A
chord is abstract, yet tensive. A chord has pull: we would probably not think about the con·
nections unless there was some pull between them. The function of the chords is to relate. The
event is the vertex. The reaction is the chord, the pulling away. And the resultant is the mad
vertent definition of the nothingness of the areal and volumetric spaces ... Areas and volumes
are incidental resultants to finding the connections between events of experience '. (p. 656)

Thirty spokes share the wheel's hub;
1\ is the centre hole that makes it useful.
Shape clay into a vessel;
11 is the space within that makes it useful.
Cut doors and windows for a room;
It is the holes which make it useful.
Therefore profit comes from what is there;
Usefulness from what is not there.

» Aimost-spherical polyhedra are the nearest approximation (to a sphere). It can only be treated
with as polyhedral - as an aggregate of points in which the most economical relationships
are chords; ergo, geodesics ,. (p. 654)

... since physics has found no continuums, we have had to clear up what we mean by a sphere.
It is not a surface; it is an aggregate of events in close proximity. It isn't just full of holes; it
doesn·t have any continuum in which to have holes. The word polyhedron has to go because it
says « many-sided », which implies a continuum. We don't even have the faces. Faces become
spaces. They become intervals. They become nothing. The Einsteinian finite Universe - an
aggregate nonsimultaneous Universe - is predicated only on the absolute finiteness of each
local energy-event package and the logic that an aggregate of finites is itselt finite,. (P. 655)

tural self-stabilizing always and only
employs the chords of the shortest
great-circle arc distances and their res
pective spherical finiteness tensional
integrity ... With each increase of fre
quency of triangular module subdivi
sions of the sphere's unitary surface,
there is corresponding increase in the
fail-safe advantage of the system's
integrity» (Fuller, p. 383).

Symmetry and sphericity therefore
blend together in the quest for spheri
cal symmetrical systems, when energy
transmission efficiency and stress ab
sorption capacity are the issue. Of all
the polyhedra, however, only three
(and their derivatives) provide prime
symmetry systems: tetrahedron, octa
hedron (and cUboctahedron) andicosa
hedron (and icosidodecahedron). The
icosahedron, with 31 great circles, has
the highest number of identical and
symmetric exterior triangular faces
of all the symmetric polyhedra defined
by great circles (tetrahedron has 4,
octahedron: 13).
Returning to the elaboration of a
system, it is the tetrahedron (4 vertices,
6 edges) which constitutes the minimum
single symmetrical system, containing
the least volume with the most surfa
ce (7), The sphere, in contrast, encloses
the most volume with the least surface.

A system of this type, because of its
relatively poor sphericity, could be
said to be less efficient than the icosa
hedron type. The challenge in devel
oping (or « maturing») a system might
then be to make it as closely-approxi-.
mate to a sphere as possible, with an
appropriate polyhedron. However, be
cause the representation of systems by
polyhedra has hardly been explored,
except by Fuller, it is not clear which
polyhedra-based systems would be use
ful under what circumstances - parti
cularly in the case of psycho-social
systems.
(N.B. Basic polyhedra, and their rel
ationship to tensegrity systems, are
described on pages 254-255).

Significance of Tension
Compression
In looking for alternative structures, it
is obviously not a question of proceed
ing with an attitude of «compression,
bad; tension, good». Fuller himself
stresses the intimate relationship be
tween the two: «No tension member
is innocent of compression, and no
compression member is innocent of
tension... Tension and compression
are inseparable and coordinate func
tions of structural systems, but one may
be at its most prominent phase, while

the other is at its least prominent pha
se " (p. 357, also footnote 8).
He does however make the distinction
that: «So we find the compression
complexes tend to do the small local
structural tasks in Universe, and the
tension complexes tend to do the large
structural tasks in Universe. As tension
accounts for the large patternings and
pattern integrities, compression trends
into locally small pattern integrities»
(p. 357 and footnote 9).
The distinction between «compres
sion» and «tension» and their full
meaning elude precise definition bec
ause of their fundamental nature as
analyzed by Fuller. Every attempt at
definition succeeds only in presenting
some characteristics but not all. And
to the extent that a definition succeeds
in encompassing a greater number of
characteristics, the special nature of the
abstraction reqUired tends to render the
statement incomprehensible. (The pro
blem is similar to, if not identical with.
the Yin-Yang concept in Chinese
philosophy which is concerned with
fundamental twoness; definition is it
self a yang-type process.)
The difficulty is compounded because
an explanation can only be adequately
given in terms of a specific system
within which the relationship between
a minimum of six such elements must

(7) «BY tetrahedron, we mean the minimum thinkable set that would
subdivide Universe and have interconnectedness where it comes back
upon itself. The four points have six interrelatednesses. (Fuller, p.
333).

(8) «Functions occur only as Inherently cooperative and accommodatively
varying aspects of synergetically transforming wholes.. The meaning
of function is that it is part of a complementary paltern.. Tension
and compressIOn are always and only interfunctioning covariables
whose seeming relative Importance is a consequence of local pattern

inspection. (p. 359).
(9) » The sum of all the interactive-force relationships of Universe must

continually accelerate their intertransforming in such a manner as to
result in ever more remotely and locally multiplied, islanded, com·
pressional functions - comprehensively cohered by ever~enlarging

finite patternings of the tensional function l> (p. 360). In our societies,
large agenCies (compressional compexes?) tend to be linked with
various kinds of liaison networks (tensional complexes ?) which cross
jurisdictional boundaries, thus ensuring a minimum of coordination.
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ANNEX 11

Geodesic polyhedra (m)

Based on: Platonic Archimedean Other Variations,

(q) polyhedra polyhedra Alternate subdiv. Triacon subdiv. polyhedra hybrids
(k) (I) (c) (d)

Platonic Archimedean Platonic Archimedean

Diamond
(e) (e) (g)~ pattern (h)a;

E Circtuit (j) (n) (n) (g, h)E (j)
>- pattern (a, f)
U>

tU Zigzag
(p) (n) (n).~ pattern (a)

!
Q. Other
l/)

patterns

Non-spherical
symmetry (b)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(d)

Ig)

(h)

(j)

Enantiomorphic (left and righthand version)

Examples' 2-D (flat), simple non-spherical structures, cylindrical (and
mulfilayer), ellipsoid, joined (by matching surfaces or volumes, as
masts or trusses, as grids or skeletal structures)

Other polyhedra may be grouped as fellows, although few have (as
yet) lent themselves to use for tensegrily systems:
'other facially regular convex polyhedra (92), Archimedian duals (13),
prisms / anti-prisms (and duals), Kepler-Poinsot and related polyhedra,
irregular poiyhedra.

Obtained by adding extra elements, eliminating or combining elements,
or adjusting the relationship between elements. (One structure can be
converted into another In this way). Includes simple structures (spheri
cally symmetrlcai) with elements through the centre.

Diamond patterns tend towards cirCUIt patterns with the increase In the
number of elements charactenstic of geodesIcs. Tensile force maybe
carried by the outer surface of the elements in compression thus elim
inating the distinction between dlmaond and Circuit.
Compressive cirCUits may each be made up of :

(i) 3 (trl;'Hlgles), 4 (squares), or more ell'ments separate but lrlterwoven,
(ii) the centres of such planar circuits may be identical with that of
the sphere, or towards the circumference, (Hi) alternatively, there may
only be one continuous circuit, linking all compresslve elements, which
weaves about without touching itself (iv) a given tigure may contain
circuits with differing numbers of elements.

Diamond-pattern systems can fie derived from circuit-pattern systems
and vice versa.

Diamond-pattern based systems can be described in terms of the num
ber of elements and layers of which they are composed. Most of the
larger structures are cylindrical and not spherical.

Circuit-patterns can only be based on un!torm polyhedra bounded by
great circles and with four edges per verte.x. These are: octahedron,
cuboctahedron and Icosidodecahedron. The three prime symmetry sys
tems from which these are derived are: octahedral, icosahedral and
tetrahedral (usually inefficient). The octahedron itself does not give

(k)

(I)

(m)

(n)

(p)

(q)

tI
rise to a cricuif-pattern tensegrity, only its geodesic subdivisions. Les-
ser circle systems (small rhombicuboctahedron and small rhombi cos i
dodecahedron) have no lines of truncation for domes.

Platonic polyhedra are: tetrahedron, hexahedron (cube), octahedron,
icosahedron, dodecahedron.

Archimedean polyhedra are: cuboctahedron, truncated tetrahedron,
truncated octahedron, truncated cube, small rhombicuboctahedron,
great rhombicuboctahedron, snub cube, truncated icosahedron, trun
cated dodecahedron, icosidodecahedron, great romblcosidodecahedron,
snub dodecahedron, small rhombicosldodecahedron.

Based on subdiviSion of faces of the principle polyhedra to produce
a more spherical figure. Only the two most common methods of sub
division are cited: alternate and triacon. Such methods may also be
applied to polyhedra other than Platonic and ArchJmedean. To reduce
comphcatlon the tendency is to use Platonic polyhedra, only, With
faces subdivided as many limes as appropriate. All but the 2 snub Ar
chimedean figures are in fact generated by 2 to 12 frequency diVISions
of the PlatoniC polyhedra.

Circuit-pattern systems can only be based on polyhedra whose triangu
lated faces have been subdivided to a frequency which is a muttiple
of two. ZJgzag patterns are only possible for frequencies whIch are a
multiple of three. In both cases several versions of any given figure
result according to whether elements of equal or of different length
are used (the latter gives the least distorted result). Most geodesics
are based on frequency subdivisions of the octahedron or the icosa
hedron.

Of the 13 Archimedean figures, 7 have 3 edges meeting at a vertex and
form the basis for a tensegrity system.

The valency of a tensegrity is the number of tensile elements attached
to the end of each compression element. A minimum of 3 is required
for a 3-D figure (and gives rise to tensegrity prisms, for example).
The simple valence-4 spherical lensegrrty is based on the octahedron;
the two others are the cuboctahedron and icosidodecahedron. Valence-S
occurs with the icosahedron. Valence-6 is charactenstic of g-eodesic
subdivision.

GEODESIC POLYHEDRA GENERATION
The basic polyhedre have too lew edges to construct a spheric tansegrity system 01 large diameter without the structural elements having to be exce88ively
long. Geodesic polyhedra, having the spheric surlace broken up into as many smaller size laces as are required (thus requiring shorter structural elements),
may be produced ea follows, by the • aiternate method. - alter any non.trianguler laces on the basic polyhedron have been divided Into triangles, belore
the frequency sub-division Is applied. The resuitlng triangular leces 01 the geodesic polyhedre, such ea those shown below, can then be grouped together In
patterns 01 triangles (1), diamonds (2), squares (4), pentagons (5), or hexagons (6), depending on the subdivision Irequency and the original polyhedron used.
If the subdivision Irequency 01 the original polyhedral triangular lace is a multiple 01 fwo. these patterns can then be used lor tensegritles based on the. cir
cuit pattern »; if a multiple 0' three, on the « zigzag pattern)t.

Example: use of
icosahedron

3-frequency subdivision 01
each triangular face

Projection 01 the reSUlting vertices
onto the circumsphere Connection
01 the resulting vertices by chords
result: 3·Irequency icosahedron.

Another example:
4-Irequency icosahedron

• Another example:
9-frequency icosahedron
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ANNEX III Constructing tensegrity models

MATERIALS: Struts: Use dowel approx. 9 mm in diameter (or less) approx. 23 cm in length (or less).
Tendons: 1. Use rubber bands approx. 5 cm long (or less) to experiment and for temporary models (advantage:

the models can be adjusted to a variety of configurations and extra struts can be added). If neces
sary a band may be twisted to shorten the tendon.

2. Use fine string or nylon fishing line (preferably not monofilament) for permenant models.

Attachment possibilities: Possible refinement:

Cuboctahedron (expanded) using diamond pattern

Eye screwTwo pinsFlat-headed
PlO

Small nail

Octahedron (expanded) using diamond pattern

I I

Two cuts et right angles
(cover end with section
of rubber tUbing)

Remarks: Rubber bands slip off 1; and 2 and 3 are not very tidy but are easiest for temporary models, although
some favour 5 even though it does not give a clean end point. Model may look neater (for 1, 2 and 4)
if the end is cut as shown in 6, after.

SIMPLE EXAMPLES: prp,o'1 rina 'hp h()ln (n()~<;ihly with pencil sharpener)

G~'.' G

F

H
H ,

J --- '_.' .., ~J

Tendons: Use rubber bands. The res
ulting figure on the right is an «ex
panded» version of the third «sim
ple example» (above) which shows the
octahedron form more clearly.

Q

s +- s
Tendons: For string or line:
- tendons outlining squares marked

« K », or dotted lines: 13.7 cm
- other tendons: 11.9 cm.

INTERMEDIATE STAGES IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF MORE COMPLEX MODELS (tendons not shown)

A. Circuit Pattern

Icosidodecahedron
30 struts; 90 tendons

Small Rhombicuboctahedron
24 struts; 48 tendons

Small Rhombicosidodecahedron
60 struts; 120 tendons

B. Zizag Pattern

Octahedron (6-F geodesic)
48 struts; 144 tendons

Truncated Tetrahedron
(3-F geodesic)
42 struts; 126 tendons,

(*) Full details in Anthony Pugh : Introduction to Tensegrity, 1976)

Dodecahedron (3-F geodeSIC)
90 struts; 270 tendons
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Patterns of tension elements

EXAMPLE: OCTAHEDRON (expanded)

Overview Overview

End view

Diamond pattern Zigzag pattern

I,i-
E]

:nG=~-_: .......::.r""":rh-·-'---~
~ f circuit, bolted; tension

surface of compression
geodesic domes)

through outer
struts (e.g. in

Circuit pattern: results from diamond pattern when there are
many struts in the tensegrity. As a result (see on left), the space
between the strut ends diminishes so they can be joined (elim
inating some tendons). Finally, if the two converging strut
ends are bolted to the middle of the strut they cross, then the
bolt acts in tension. To the eye, the result creates the false
impression (e.g. in domes) of continuity of struts in compres
sion, whereas there is only tensional continuity).

STAGES IN CONSTRUCTION OF TENSEGRITY ICOSIDODECAHEDRON
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~ Fr..,.om systems-versus-networks to tensegrity
.~ organization f"

V
Transcending duality through tensional integrity
I / I part2, I ~~

« Tensegrity and Philosophy»

« Tao is obscured when men understand only one of a pair of opposites, or concentrate only
on a partial aspect 01 being. Then clear expression also becomes muddled by mere word-play.
affirming this one aspect and denying all the rest. Hence the wrangling of Confucians and
Mohists; each denies what the other affirms. and affirms what the other denies. What use is
this struggle to set up « No » against « Yes », and « Yes» against <\ No " ? Better to abandon
this hopeless effort. .. The possible becomes impossible; the impossible becomes possible.
Right turns into wrong and wrong into right - the flow of life alters circumstances and thus
things themselves are altered in their turn. But disputants continue 10 affirm and to deny the
same Ihings they have always affirmed and denied, ignoring Ihe new aspecls 01 reality presented
by the change in conditions.
The wise man therelore.. sees that on both sides 01 every argument there is both right and
wrong. He also sees that in the end they are reducible to Ihe.same thing, once they are related
to the pivot of Tao. When the wise man grasps this pivot, he is the center ot the circle, and
there he st8{lds while « Yes» and (f No » pursue each other around the circumference )).
- The Way of Chuang Tw, interpreted by Thomas Merton. London. Unwin, 1970

Psycho-social Parallel:
the Parts
Those who have handled models of
tensegrity structures (discussed in Part
1 of this article, pages 248-257) are
tantalized by their relative indestruc
tibility despite their apparently e.x
treme fragility - they seem to hive
some as yet hidden significance. The
principles have only been used so far
to build geodesic domes, whether large
or small (13), although they are impor
tant to design for space missions (14).
But, as Kenner notes; «If tensegrity
has a practical use ... the first princi
pies of that usefulness remain to be
investigated» (p. ix-x). Anthony Pugh
goes even further: «Tensegrity sys
tems are so fascinating that one instinc
tively feels they must be significant,
even if it may be difficult to predict
their most important application ... The
major importance of tensegrity may
not be for structures but for something
entirely different, such as philosophy ... "
(p. 56). Fuller's own focus is on tangible
structures, but he uses them in his
somewhat elusive fashion to demonstra
te principles which are far more gene
ral and do not apparently exclude rel
evance to psycho-social structures (as
the title of his book indicates); he ar
gues, for example, that if tension is
secondary and local in all men's struc
tural projections, that tension must also
be secondary in man's philosophic
reasoning (p. 350). The first task then
is to explore some of the lines of equi
valence between psycho-social struc
tures and the architectural elements
referred to in the previous sections
(see Part 1, pages 248-253).
Structure: The meaning to be attached
to « structure" is a topic of continuing

debate in the social sciences (15). At
tention in this article is focussed prima
rily on structure in organizations as
networks, and in networks of organ
izations (16), «world problems" (17),
and concepts jbeliefs (18).
Such concepts of structure are not pur
ely descriptive but lend themselves to
·an element of design in any social
transformation process. Structure is
therefore considered to be the relation
ship among elements in a psycho-social
unit.

Node: At the nodes compression and
tension elements meet. Fuller gives a
very abstract description of them which
is valid for psycho-social systems (see
footnote 12, page 257 this article). In
the case of organizations, they may be
tentatively thought of as roles, func
tions, or function-roles since these are
indeed the focal points for energy
events in an organization system.
Compression element: If nodes A and
B are linked in «compression", then

its nature in an organization system ap
pears to lie in the common factor in
the following:

A is counter-function of B, and vice
versa
A and B are mutually controlling,
or mutually «marking» (to use a
football term)
A acts in counter-response to B, and
vice versa
A is constrained by B, and vice versa
A acts to eliminate the effects of
B, and vice versa

- A «struggles» and «bargains»
with B, and vice versa.

In some way A and B each act to keep
the other « backed against the ropes»
(to use a boxing term), to keep each
other under pressure. They "work»
or «operate» on each other and in
response to each other, providing input
to each other and transforming each
other's output (19). It is a stimulus
response, action-reaction relationship.
It is the essence of a working relation-

(13) L10yd Kahn et al. Domebook 2. Bolinas, Cal., Shelter Publications,
1971.
John Prenis (Ed.). The Dome Builders Handbook. Philadelphia, Run
ning Press, 1973.

(14) J. Clinton. Advanced Slructural Design Concepts tor Future Space
Missions. (NASA Contact NGR-14-008-002, 1970). Distributed by Na
tional Technical Information Service (Springfield, Va) as: Advanced
Structural Geometry Studies, Part 1.

(15) Roger Baslide (Ed.). Sens el usages du terme , structure. dans les
sciences humaines el sociales. The Hague, Mouton, 1962.

(16) International organization networks; a complementary perspective.
In; Paul Taylor and A J R Groom (Ed) International Organisation.
London, Frances Pinter, 1977. pp. 381-413.

(17) Yearbook 01 World Problems and Human Potential. Brussels, Union
01 International Associations / Mankind 2000, 1976.

(18) John N Warfield. Structuring Complex Systems. Columbus, Battelle
Memorial Institute, 1974, Monograph 4.
L Tesler et al. A directed graph representation lor computer simula
tion 01 beliel systems. Mathematical Biosciences. 2. 1/2, Feb 1968.
pp. 19-40.

(19) The compression elements may be conceived as • transformative •
paths whereby energy / material alone end is converted through
an appropriate work cycle inlo a different form at the other end. The
tinite lime lor this process establishes the , distance. between the
two ends.



ship in which contiguous boundaries
are defined in order to maintain the
operational distinction between two
fundamentally different approaches
(to energy transformation, in its most
general sense), which are nevertheless
each the prime justification for the
other's existence (20). The concept of
the classicial syzygy is also indicative:
state of being yoked together; a pair of
correlatives or opposites, the existence
of which is maintained by its essential
complementarity. Complementarity it
self is intimately associated with the
concept underlying compression (21).
At best, it is a relationship of creative
opposition appreciated for its real and
meaningful challenge, fundamental to
the dynamics of the system. At worst
it is a source of extreme hostility
whose consequences constantly endan
ger the integrity of the system (or pos
sibly even prevent its creation, in the
case of an organization).
It may be argued that many psycho
social systems do not appear to have
such opposed elements within them.
However, as will be argued below, such
« systems» are usually sub-systems
whose elements do have such relation
ships to elements in other sub-systems,
which are the justification for their
continued existence. The «other»
sUb-system need not be an organization,
for example, it could well be a pro
blem complex, which is the focus of
the first sub-system's concern. In fact,
it may well be argued that a system is
not stable if such opposed elements
cannot be integrated within it to prov
ide it with adequately structured dyna
mics.
If there is a parallel between the buil
ding principles favoured and those em
bodied in social structures, then most
of our social structures should have a
« compressive» element predominat
ing. whereas the «tension» element
should be secondary. in the case 01
a conventionally structured organiza
tion (whether a government bureaucra
cy. a commercial enterprise or a mili
tary unit), the nature of the compres
sive element seems to be embodied in
the constraint associated with formal
lines of authority and command, or in
the employer / employee relationship
of management and orders.
Such formal relationships are usually
asymmetric: A constrains B by direc
tives and not the reverse. Similarly
in buildings, beam A compresses beam
B and not the reverse. (Although, in
both cases, A is not unconstrained by
its relationship to B.) In compressively'
d iscontinous tensegrity structures, ho
wever, A acts on B as much as B acts
on A, since they are forced together
by the continuity of the tensional ele
ments to which they are respectively

linked. The relationship is symmetric,
although momentary asymmetry may
emerge whenever the equilibrium of
the tensegrity system is disturbed (22).
The corresponding tension element
would then be associated with liaison
and advisory relationships or influence
(as opposed to command). Clearly it is
standard practice to maintain conti
nuity between the compressive elements
of the organizational system, with oc
casional (Le. discontinuous) tensional
(liaison) elements where necessary to
keep the organization functioning co
herently as a whole. With this approach
society has succeeded in constructing
extremely sophisticated organizational
hierarchies - and there is a parallel
with the progressively more sophistica
ted techniques for constructing load
bearing arches (see Diagram 1), if one
considers the resemblance between
multi-level arches and any conventional
organization chart. Such structures are
not proving adequate to the times how
ever. They are cumbersome and in
effective in many ways - the term
« spastic dinosaurs » has been used.
Fuller suggests however: «Compres
sion is that « realistic hard core » that
men love to refer to, and its reality
was universal, ergo comprehensive.
Man must now break out Qf that habit
and learn to play at nature's game whe
re tension is primary and where tension
explains the coherence of the whole.
Compression is convenient, very con
venient, but always secondary and dis
continuous» (p. 356). The same could
prove to be true for organizations.
Tension element: If nodes A and C
are linked in « tension », then its nature
in an organizational system appears to
lie in the common factor in the follo
wing:

A shares with C, and vice versa
- A has an affinity to C, and vice

versa
A responds in sympathy to C, and
vice versa
A adjusts itself in relationship to C,
and vice versa
A relates to and communicates with
C, and vice versa
A defines itself in relationship to C,
and vice versa
A cooperates with C, and vice
versa.

In an organization tension is closely
linked to the notion of a bond in its
most general sense and the consequen
ces of the associated information trans
fer.
In contrast to compression elements
which are by definition discontinuous
(in a tensegrity system), the special na
ture of a tension element only emerges
in terms of its relationshi p to the con
tinuous tensional network as an inte
gral pattern (23). (This is considered
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Dome construction (Expo 16) Photo: National
Film Board (via Canadian Embassy, Brllssels).

(20) Fuller makes the following points about compression. It accumulates
potential. It is specifically directional. It is dispersive. inherently
partial and tends to local dIchotomy and multiplication by separation
(p. 359).

(21) Gerald Holton. The roots of complementarity. Daedalus, Fall 1970,
pp 1015-1055.

(22) Asymmetric effects are also introduced by the tensegrily's orientation
with respect to gravity.

(23) Fuller makes the follOWing points about tension. It is comprehensive,
attractive and inherently integral. It is both omni- and supradirectional.
It is universally cohering and comprehensively finite. It is inherently
total (p. 359).
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below). In social psychology, this has
been explored (although perhaps not
exhaustively) under the concept of
small group « cohesiveness» or inter
personal attraction. namely «The re
sultant of all the forces acting on all
the members to remain In the group»
(24). One consequence of cohesiveness
can cause another. and many of the
consequences can cause interpersonal
attraction, particularly in small groups.
Communication, which is both an ef
fect and a cause of interpersonal attrac
tion, may however be of greater signi
ficance to the cohesiveness of larger
groups where face-to-face contact is
limited - and may thus be more rele
vent to the notion of a tensional net
work.
Fuller makes the point that little use
has been made of tensile structural
elements and that it is only in this cen
tury that materials have been developed
of comparable strength to compression
elements. Whether or not this is true
in psycho-social systems. it can be
argued that tensile liaison-type bonds
characteristic of most organizations
(including" cooperative relationships ",
"old boy networks», etc.) have been
relatively weak compared to other
bonds which have been used in the past
(e.g. «blood bonds» or the «binding
oaths» used by secret societies, reli
gious orders, and extremist political
groups). Alternative kinds of strong
tension bonds may be possible 
some may result from the operational
bonds between those intensively linked
in computer conferencing networks.
for example.

Psycho-social Parallel
the Whole
Tensional integrity system: At first
sight, a model of a tensegrity system
surprises by its seeming improbability
and fragiiity, as well as by the unexpec
ted harmony of its various symmetries.
But it IS in its " beauty» that lies its
very real strength (as handling the mo
del qUickly shows). Explaining the na
ture of the totality is not easy, howe
ver. Clearly it consists of a number of
compression elements balanced with
some degree of symmetry within a
tensional network. But ability to com
prehend the phenomenon tends to be
limited to a (<< two-dimensional ») un
derstanding of the collection of parts
before the tensional network is tautened.
Indeed, when constructing a tensegrity
model, its suprising nature only emer
ges (1) when sufficient tensional links
are made to cause the flat network to
curve into three-dimensIOns, (2) when
the final links are made to bring out
from the confusing complex of ele-

ments the fUll spheric symmetry which
renders it comprehensible, and (3)
when, as a result of pulling on one or
more elements (or bouncing it on the
floor), it becomes apparent how the
system responds as a dynamic whole
(quite capable of «taking care of it
self »).
If a «tensegrity organization» does
constitute a rad ical departure, then the
re will be few parallels by which to
explain how it would function. What is
done, however, is to take pairs of es
sentially opposed or «incompatible»
function-roles and to " bind» them into
a mutually constraining relationship
within a communication network, pos
sibly based on some special social bond.
The network of bond-based communi
cations is then « tightened» to the de
gree permitted by the set of incompati
bilities. Consequently, the latter are
collectively forced by the symmetrical
sphericity of the tensional network
towards the «centre» of the system.
The greater the mutual incompatibility,
the greater the tendency of the com
pression elements to avoid confronta
tion and proximity to the centre, the
greater the tension required to main
tain them in position, and the greater
the energy inherent in the system (25,
26).
To avoid creating the impression that
this is simply another way of forcing
people or groups into unsatisfactory
relationships, the following points may
be emphasized. The .. incompatible »

function-roles are brought into a stress
ful relationship by the binding nature
of shared understanding amongst those
involved (of which the centre repre
sents the focus), which brings out as

much of each functional incompati
bility as the role-occupants are prepared
to handle within that context It is the
unique equilibrium (made possible
by a tensegrity pattern) between what
unites (i.e. the tensional network) and
what divides (i.e. the many distinct
compressional incompatibilities) which
gives rise to (and derives from) the new
kind of organizational structure. The
functional incompatibilities are those
which have to be faced (to create a
viable organization) when all the func
tional realities (Le, negative feedback
loops ?) are accepted and brought into
focus rather than avoided, whether del
iberately or out of ignorance. The
more functional incompatibilities expli
citly incorporated, the more specific
each becomes (and the less vulnerable
will be the the organizational integrity
to imbalance in anyone of them), the
more viable and resource-conserving
the resulting organization - namely
the more spherically symmetrical the
resulting tensegrity pattern and the mo
re elegant the dynamic equilibrium
between the functional elements.
Perhaps one suggestive parallel is the
naval term for keeping or running a
" tight ship», by which is meant that
all elements of the crew are bound into
a disciplined pattern of relationships
to one another and there is « no slack
ness ». The parallel is unsatisfactory in
that this is usually achieved by hierar
chical discipline and ordering. Another
illustration is the notion of a " system
of checks and balances» frequently ad
vocated in drawing up a constitution.
A final illustration is the situation fre
quently explored in fiction in which
an objective can only be achieved by

(24) D Cartwright and A. Zander, Group Dynamics; research and theory.
Evansion, Row Peterson, 1960, p. 74.

(25) In sociology this ,s known as the equilibrium problem noted by R.
Bales (1955). The group solidarity acts in opposition to differentiation
and divison of labour necessary in adapting to its environment; all
groups are caught in transient equilibrium resulting from these forces,
A structure most effective for the ends of the group may not be most

satisfying interpersonally, (The meaning of • most satisfying inter
personally. remains to be explored.)

(26) The question of synergy in small groups has been investigated by
R. Callell (see Callell and Nice, 1960). He also explored. syntality.
(as the small group equivalent of indiVidual personality), and the pro
blem of the classification of syntalities.



a group which overcomes its inherent
weaknesses, and that of its members,
by obliging incompatible individuals.
to work in a team (i.e. a tensional net
work) and to transform creatively the
energy and stimulation of their mutual
hostility - leading to mutual respect
for the contribution of each, and of
both together, to the whole. It may
well be the case that under special cir
cumstances groups slip into a tensegrity
configuration semi-deliberately. Ex
treme examples might include family
networks provoking schizophrenia (27),
or military and fanatical «suicide»
squads. Such examples however only
reflect intuitive or instinctive under
standing of the nature of such systems.
An advantage of the tensegrity approach
is that it can give considerable preci
sion to a whole range of patterns for
consciously ordering such relationships.
System and network: An especially
interesting characteristic of tensegrity
is the manner in which « network» and
« system» are explicitly and inter
dependently blended. For a number
of years now, « systems» (despite their
so-called efficiency) have been con
demned as typical of the inequitable
« establishment» mode of centralized
organization. «Networks» have come
to be regarded by some as a more equi
table and participative alternative, less
subject to abuse, and more appropriate
to the needs of society at this time.

The distinction between the two re
mains elusive, as a recent debate de
monstrated (28). It is certainly not
clear that networks can replace systems
in all instances, although they may
complement them in many cases (e.g.
environmental networks vis-a-vis in
dustrial corporations), or be viable
where people or groups do not wish to
become members of organized sys
tems (e.g. the civil rights network). In
a tensegrity model, by definition, a
continuous network of tension elements
is clearly evident. None of the nodes
is privileged in this respect - there is
no central node or group of nodes. On
the other hand, as the term « tensegrity
system» implies, the interplay between
the tension and compression elements
may be interpreted as a whole as sys
temic behaviour unpredictable from
the behaviour of the parts considered
individually. It could be argued that
the network and systemic characteris
tics counter-balance each other at a
new level of synthesis at which the usual
weaknesses of each are by-passed.
The usual disadvantage of a network
in society is its inability to achieve a
consensus with regard to implementing
any precise course of action (if such
can even be defined). It has difficul
ties in acting as a whole without being
partly hierarchized. An organizational

system is only able to act by martialling
resources in a hierarchically ordered
manner and thus alienating or elimin
ating many who are unable to conform
to its operational eXigencies - thus
eroding its own support and rendering
its policies progressively cruder, since
those who could refine them are exclu
ded (or exclude themselves).
It may be argued that an appealing
feature of network organizations is their
openness to participation of other nodes
and to extension of the linkage pattern,
and these are apparently not a feature
of tensegrity. Additional nodes or ten
sion compression elements can howe
ver be added to any structure. This
may affect the «symmetry» with

Diagram 4 : Polyhedral « duals»
Icosahedron within dodecahedron

consequences to be explored below.
This question will be considered later
in connection with the growth of ten
segrity organizations and their relation
to «potential associations». It may
also be argued that tensegrity organ
izations would seem to lack the coor
dinative element essential to the effec
tive operation of conventional organ
izations. This question is considered
in the following section.
Symmetry and coordination: If tense
grity organization is to be considered
a viable alternative to conventionnaly
hierarchized organization, it must be
possible to demonstrate how the coor
dinative features of a hierarchy are
recovered within a tensegrity organi
zation. For those impressed by the need
for transitional phases, it is desirable
to view this as a transformation in which
a degree of continuity should be evi
dent (29).
A typical (and simplified) organization
chart has features like those shown
in Diagram 5, which incidentally is al
ways two-dimensional, however com
plex the organization. This may be
compared with the two-dimensional
« net" of a tensegrity model based on
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a regular polyhedron (see Annexe 1).
In what way could one be " mapped»
into the other? (30).
There seem to be several clues:
1. Coordination in a hierarchy is achie
ved by having a focal person (<< the
boss ») or body to which the coordina
ted bodies report and from whom
they receive orders. In a tensegrity sys
tem, the coordinated response of the
parts results from the symmetry of
their positioning within the whole. The
re is no hierarchy of «bosses», but
there are various kinds' of symmetry.
If the coordinative elements in the hier
archy could be transformed into sym
metry features of the tensegrity organ
ization, then coordination would be
achieved without having to be « organ
ized ».

2. A spherically symmetrical tense
grity system is a balanced and integra
ted breakdown of a functional whole.
In other words, depending on the num
ber of elements, a greater or lesser
number of sub-functions are rendered
explicit. It may well be the case there
fore that a particular hierarchy may be
missing explicit functions (perhaps left
implicit in job descriptions) which
would need to be explicit in the tense
grity organization because of the spe
cial importance of functional balance.

3. The concept of a compression ele
ment reqUires that there be genuine
(creative) opposition between the two
nodes. It may well be the case that this
is absent from a particular hierarchy
because the « functional opponent» of
the unit in question is either a problem
with which it is struggling or a func
tional unit in the hierarchy of a com
peting organization. This brings out a
very important point. A tensegrity
system is by definition complete and
independent. A hierarchy invokes a
counter-hierarchy, whether of pro
blems or of competing organizational
units (or of the problems which they
represent). A tensegrity system can
only maintain its form and character
istics by integrating opposition into its
structure. A hierarchy can only con
tinue to justify its existence by main
taining the importance of its external
counter-part(s). In terms 01 the map
ping problem therefore it may be ne
cessary to integrate two or more coun
ter-vailing hierarchies into one tense
grity system to achieve functional ba
lance.
4. A polyhedron is usually the basis
for a tensegrity system. There are very
many polyhedra to guide selection of
appropriate patterns of symmetry. It
is probable that the range is much ri
cher than is required hy the kinds of
hierarchies in use at present or our
sensitivity to the possible variety of

(27) R V Speck and C L Attneave. Family Networks. New York, Pan·theon,
1973.

(28) Organizational systems versus network organization. Transnational
Associations, 29. 1977, 9, pp 360-364 (Part 1); 11, pp 479-484 (Part 2).

(29) Rather than as a simple diamanting of hierarchies. which also has

its advocates.
(30) There is inherent elegance in the expectation that beller organization

will emerge in transforming from a planar unidirectional representation
to one which curves back upon itself symmetrically in a plurality of
directions.
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organizations which they represent.
On the other hand some configurations
may be inherently less probable for
reasons which remain to be clarified.
In the light of these points, preliminary
investigation has shown that a trans
formation is possible. Space limitations
and the need for more detailed explo
ration preclude further discussion at
this point.
The manner in which spherical sym
metry «coordinates» the tensegrity
system has been explained in an earlier
section. (There is however no substitute
for personally handling a model as
suggested above.) In practice, the great
circle tensional pathways in a tensegrity
organization could possibly be consti
tuted by direct information /commu
nication links (perhaps by topic, oper
ating mode. etc.). Elements can fail or
be omitted, or «redundant» elements
could be added but Fuller makes it
very clear that in the case of geodesic
type systems, the presence or absence
of many elements does not affect the
integrity of such systems.
The full significance of the various
kinds of symmetry (centre of symme
try, plane of symmetry. axis of sym
metry, etc.), of which Fuller identifies
seven (pp. 668-672), remains to be
explored, although clearly they consti
tute «reference bases» about which
equilibrium is maintained. Fuller con
siders that each (internal) plane indi
cates the existence of a (SUb) system (31).
Of special interest is the significance
of the centre which is defined by the
spherical symmetry. This is obviously
a «coordinative focus» although it is
not « occupied» by any element of the
system (32). In a psycho-social system
it represents the integration of all the
system elements and as such is an ab
straction in relation to the system itself
as are the other symmetry features.
It would be useful to explore the rela
tionship between the system of «ma
trix management., developed for
complex organizations (33), and tense
grity coordination. The former permits
coordination across the matrix in two
dimensions, whereas the latter offers
the coordination associated with sphe
rical symmetry, namely the great-circle
linkages and inter-linkages. It would
also be valuable to relate the concepts
of symmetry and coordination to that
of structural balance (34).
Nested and linked tensegrities: The
centres of the faces of the regular poly
hedra defined by the tensional network
of tensegrity systems are not occupied
in any way, even though they mark the
position of axes of symmetry. Poly-

Diagram 5

Organizational networks

hedral «duals» are in fact .delineated
bu linking the centre points of neigh
bouring faces. In this way, for exam
ple, the cube is the dual of an octahe
dron (Diagram 4). This sort of approach
may be used to « nest» one tensegrity
within another, linking the two by ten
sion elements to the nodes at the face
centres. Although many could be
nested in this way (and they need not
be duals), the significance in terms of
the coordination of the equivalent so
cial organization is not clear.
Instead of nesting two or more tensegri
ty systems they may be linked toge
ther (i) by matching surfaces or volu
mes, (ii) as masts or trusses, or (iii) as
grids or skeletal structures. Although
this implies a rich variety of structures,
again it is not clear what is the signi
ficance in terms of the equivalent so
cial organization.

Tensegrity equilibrium:
« When the tension members of a ten
segrity are taut, it is in a state of equi-

Tensegrity

organizations

Hierarchical systems

LJ- -0

librium. To this state, however stres
sed, it always seeks to return ... It is
impossible to pull any line so tight that
it could not, with sufficient ,effort. be
pulled a little tighter. Hence the capa
city of the system to absorb displace
ments and restore itself» (35). Tense
grities are extremely resilient under
light loads. A complex tensegrity mo
del is never qUite still, however tightly
the tendons are stretched. On the other
hand it stiffens rapidly as loading in
creases. However the system is distur
bed, the tendons are stretched. hence
at equilibrium the total length of the
tendon system (and of each tendon) is
minimal. A tensegrity is therefore
brought to its equilbrium state by pul
ling everything as tight as possible (36).
Thereafter any outward or inward force.
in attempting to make the system larger
or smaller, must also strive to make the
tendons longer and will be inhibited by
their restoring elasticity (37). Tense
grities multiply the elasticity of tension
members. It might be supposed that if

(31) «It is experimentally demonstrable that an apparent « plane» is a
« surface» area of some structural system» (p. 270).

(32) The geometry reqUires that a compression element passing relatively
close by the centre should constitute a longer chord than one passing
further away. The former could then only be part of a tensegrity
based on a simpler and less spheric!!1 polyhedron (e.g. a tetra
hedron). increasing length may then be associated with greater func
tional incompatibility and «cruder» (or more fundamental) systems.
In the extreme case, when the chord passes through the (coordi
native focal) centre, opposition is at a maximum and may be un
containable within the system - as is typical of unmediated conflict.

(33) Matrix organization and organizational networks. tnternational Asso
ciations. 23. 1971, 3. pp 154-170.

(34) 0 Cartwright and F Harary. Structural balance: a generalization of
Haider's theory. in: 0 Carwright and A Zander. Op. cit.. pp 705-726.

(35) Kenner. p. 12.
(36) «If you just tauten one point in a tensegrity system. all the other

parts of it tighten evenly. If you twang any tension member anywhere
in the structure, it will give the same resonant note as the others ...
Untii its tension is altered, each tensegrity structure ... has its own
unique frequency» (FUller. p. 395).

(37) Kenner. p. 32-35.
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a strut were displaced by 10 per cent
a tendon would break because of in
ability to stretch 10 percent without
failure. In fact, depending on the ma
terial and the tensegrity, a 10 per cent
strut displacement may be absorbed by
an increase of tendon length of 0.167
per cent - effectively multiplying the
tendon elasticity (especially for small
displacements, e.g. by 600 for 1 per
cent, by 60 for 10 per cent, by 10 for
60 per cent). By analogy, the tensile
network hidden in geodesic domes
quite defeats all normal calculations
of their strength (37).
« Tightening up » the tension elements
may possibly be related to increasing
the rate of information exchange in an
organization. But exactly how to inter
pret these properties in the case of
organizations remains to be seen (39).
They do however recall a point made
by Stafford Beer reg'arding reformers,
critics of institutions, consultants in
innovation and people who «want to
get something done» : «They cannot
understand why their strictures, advice
or demands do not result in effective
change. They expect either to achieve
a measure of success in their own terms
or to be flung off the premises. But an
ultrastable system (like a social insti
tution) ... has no need to react in either
of these ways. It specializes in equili
brial readjustment, which is to the ob
server a secret form of change requir
ing no actual alteration in the macro
systemic characteristics that he is
trying to do something about» (40).
The « alterations» he makes are simply
absorbed and adjustements are made
around them.
This could imply that tensegrity type
organizations already exist effectively'
and are in fact a characteristic of our
society - and it is the lack of under
standing of their nature which prevents
their amelioration in response to cur
rent social needs. Clearly if such organ-

izations can be created, they could pro
bably be used as effectively to main
tain a status quo as to maintain a chan
ge process. The question is how to
switch between tensegrities and what is
a « better» tensegrity system?

Tensegrity Choice and Change
Which tensegrity should be used to re
present or construct an organization?
There is a large range of polydedra
which have only been partially analy
zed, and rarely as a basis for tensegrity
systems. There are facinating patterns
of symmetry, regularity and transfor
mation relationships between many of
them. But since the whole area is very
new and as yet has few applications,
there is still much confusion. One would
expect a comprehensive « periodic ta
ble » of polyhedra and associated shapes
and structures to be produced in the near
future (41). Until that is done, each use
ful point of entry cannot be seen in an
adequate context and exploration is
therefore confined to well-defined paths
of investigation. Most of the published
material con'verges on the construction
of geodesic domes based on the octa
hedron or the icosahedron - a single
application of a tiny fraction of the ran
ge of polyhedra.
If Fuller's approach is accepted, the
range of polyhedra and related tensegri
ties effectively map the more or less
viable «work paths». A « periodic ta
ble » of these « energy patterns» would
indicate the variety of ways of organ
izing and operating - although only
a proportion could give rise to tense
grity-type systems. The question is then
how to « improve» the energy pattern
by switching from one tensegrity to
another. It is not clear what the advan
tages of different types of structure
might be in the case of organizations.
The extremes, discussed earlier, of the
tetrahedron and the sphere are howe
ver suggestive: the first, being most
suitable to with standing external for
ces (as in an organizational hierar
chy?), and the second most suitable
to handling internal forces (the current
organizational problem, isomorphic
with the « global» problem ?).

Switching between tensegrity patterns
might be relatively easy if the organ
ization was supported by an appropirate
information system (42). The relation
ships between the regUlar polyhedra
are well-known: a node can become
the centre of a face (triangular, square,
pentagon, etc.), or the centre of a face
can become a node, etc. These « ope
ration» options give rise to the notion
of pathways between tensegrities, some

of which are dead-ends or unexplored.
All such changes are ways of restruc
turing in response to different kinds of
stress: «retreat» into simpler struc
ture, «expand» into a more complex
structure, « integrate» into a more com
prehensive structure with greater sym
metry, etc.
Ultimately the challenge is not one of
switching from a « bad" structure to a
« good» one, but rather of having suf
ficient grasp of the whole range of pat
terns to be able to switch between any
structure according to need (43). Ame
rican football, for example, lays great
stress on the ability of the team during
the game to switch between 10 to 50
patterns of play. A form is always ne
cessary, but anyone of a variety of
forms may be used, whether changed
irregularly or regularly, frequently or
infrequently.
A set of people, groups or organizatio
nal units could therefore «flip» be
tween forms in responding to different
circumstances, provided that each
knew what « position» to take in each
new patterns, and what functions to
take care of.
A given network of people might there
fore be maintained in tension by a va
riety of tensegrity configurations. This
possibility has been explored in con
nection with the notion of a « potential
association ».

qommunication net experiments
Experiments on communication nets
were originated by Bavelas (1948, 1950)
and Leavitt (1951) and have been follo
wed by a large number of studies. Ac
cording to one literature review (Glan
zer and Glazer, 1961) : « The area has
been worked not only exhaustively, but
to exhaustion. After a promising start,
the approach has led to many conflic
ting results that resist any neat order».
And more recently: « It is almost im
possible to make a simple generaliza
tion about any variable without finding
at least one study to contradict the ge
neralization » (45).

(39) Note also the sense underlying the phrase «tightening up. an argu
ment, a proof, or a legal case.

(40) Stafford Beer, Chairman's Address to the International Cybernetic
Congress. 1969.

(41) Keith Critchlow. Order in Space; a design source book. London, Tha
mes and Hudson, 1969.
Robert Williams. Natural Structures: toward a form language. Moor
park, CaI. , Eudaemon Press, 1972.
Anthony Pugh. Polyhedra; a visual approach. Los Angeles, University

of California Press, 1976.
(42) See articles on computer conferencing. Transnational Associations,

29, 1977, 10.
(43) In fact Keith Critchlow has attempted to show that the pattern of

relationships between suuch structures can itself be mapped by them.
See Order In Space. pp. 18-23, pp. 38-39.

(45) B E Coli ins and B H Raven. Group structure: attraction, coalitions,
communication, and ·power. In: The Handbook of Social Psychology,
Reading, Addision-Wesley, 2nd ed.
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Such research is only partial relevant
to that proposed, for the following rea
sons:
1. It is based on groups of 3 to 5 per
sons. On the basis of Fuller's analysis
of structures, such a small number of
elements does not give rise to stable
tensegrity configurations. The simplest
3-D tensegrity requires 3 compression
elements (i.e. 6 function-roles). The first
two which are spherically symmetrical
(and enclose a space) require 6 or 12
elements. The first with extensive great
circle symmetry requires 30.
3. The communication nets investigated
are necessarily conceived in two-di
mensions. Their patterns, in many ca
ses (e.g. triang le, square, pentagon,
wheel, etc.) of course constitute parts
of a tensegrity tension network, but
not the whole which requires specific
combinations of such sub-networks (see
Annexe I).
3. The emphasis is on communication,
whether one-way or two-way, and the
nets do not distinguish between ten
sion and compression features (essen
tial to the formation of a tensegrity
configuration).
4. Little attention is paid to the diffe
rentiation of roles. Although H. Guetz
kow distinguished factors operating to
allow role formation from those which
induced interlocking roles into organ
izational structures (46), only 3 roles
(plus a role-less role) emerged. As
groups get larger, and the task more
complex, more specialized roles tend
to emerge - to a point where there is
only very ind irect interaction between
some roles (47). As the group gets still
larger, distant roles have problems
knowing of each others existence and
understanding each other's relevance
to the purposes of the group - namely
an « horizon effect», if the d ifferenlia
ted function-roles are represented as
distributed around a sphere (48). Op
posed or counter-functions are requi
red in maturer groups to counter-ba
lance each other's excesses. It is at
this level of complexity and functional
« incompatibility» that tensegrities
could prove of value.
5. Such task-oriented groups in fact
are dependent on external factors for
the justification of their artifical (labo
ratory) activity. As such they are e\lSfln
tially sub-systems for which a state of
equilibrium can only be reached within
the context of a larger system. Tense
grity is primarily of interest in exploring
systems at equilibrium (or switching
between equilibrium states), namely

systems with a richer variety of coun
ter-balancing functions.

Possibilities for Experiment
Clearly further thought is required be
fore any actual experiments are possi
ble. However at least three areas of
investigation should prove fruitful at
some stage. The first could be an ah
tempt to set up a relatively small group
(e.g. 12 to 60 individuals) such that
each was paired with another in a
compressive relationship and had defi
ned tension links with some others in
accordance with the selected tensegrit\(
structure. If necessary one individual
could fulfil several roles (Le. act as
several distinct nodes) since it is the
activated role-functions which are di
rectly interrelated by the tensegrity
pattern, and not necessarily the indivi
duals (Or two individuals could handle
one role). A more ambitious experiment
would have each role-function activated
by a small group or organizational
unit. A third approach would focus
primarily on the design and functioning
of an information system whose nodes
would be distributed and interlinked
according to the selected tensegrity
pattern (49).
Two questions need to be clarified be
fore (tentatively) undertaking such ex
periments. The first concerns the break
down and distribution of role-functions
for a tensegrity of a given complexity.
Normally in an organization the number
and relationship of functions is settled
empirically in the light of past expe
rience and in response to foreseen
weaknesses. Such insights need to be
used to work out for an organization
with N function-roles, just what they
tend to be. The second question is how
such organizational tensegrities are to
be «tightened uP». Two approaches
seem possible. The first involves in
creasing the rate or intensity of inter
action between the role-functions in
tension relationship. The second is to
add more compression relationships to
the network until it is forced into a state
of tension, namely by increasing the
effective number of elements in the ten
segrity (50). In either case, it should
be noted that tensegrities are very
tolerant of considerable departures
from symmetry.
As anyone who has built a tensegrity
model knows, until almost all of the
elements are tightened in place the
result looks like an « unwholly» mess.

Stages in tensegrity innovation?

Semi-circular «tensegrity": the bow

Circular tensegrity : the bicycle wheel

Hemispheric tensegrity : the dome

Spheric tensegrity: applications un
known

(46) H. Guetzkow. Differentiation of roles in task-oriented groups. In:
Cartwright and Zander. Op. cit., pp. 683-704.

(47) There is also the question of the structuring effect of the limitation
on channel capacity and the effects arising with more than 7 channels
per role. See: G. Miller. The magical number seven plus or minus
two; some limitations on our capacity for processing information. In
his. Psychology of Communication. New York, Basic Books, 1967.

(48) There is then a tendency for each role-function to act as though it
was at a central point on a « flat-earth., rather than appreciating that
it has to deal with « functional roundness. - and that even the most
distant and apparently « irrelevant. are in no danger of « falling off •
an edge.

(49) This raises very interesting problems in the case of computer based

information systems, particularly the file design in the case of con
ferencing-type systems which should reflect the «great-circle. ten
sional pathways between participants, possibly only permitting certain
links for each participant. Even more interesting are the computer
implications of «flipping. between tensegrity patterns according to
the problem faced by the group.

(50) «A fully relaxed spherical tensegrity structure may be crumpled
together in a tight bundle without hurting it, just as a net shoppmg
bag can be stuffed into a small space.. As struts are inserted into
the spheric-tension network, the whole spheric system is seen to be
expanding omnioutwardly as do pneumatic balloons when air is pro
gressitely introduced into their previously crumpled skins. (Fuller.
p. 386-7).



It is unlikely that creating a tensegrity
organization would avoid this stage,
particularly in view of the lack of ex
perience and the uncertainly as to ex
actly what are the snags - if such an
organization can be constructed at all.
The significant moment, as when con
structing a model, would be when sud
denly the symmetry and dynamic inte
grity of the whole emerges from the
jumble of the parts. Whether and in
what way, this awareness is more richly
structured than that of a group which
suddenly recognizes that «we're a
team », remains to be seen.

Other possible implications
As indicated in the introduction, the
significance of tensegrity is not limited
to organizations. Since it is a very ge
neral approach to tension / compression
relationships, wherever they may occur,
it may be significant wherever there is
any question of organization. It could
be useful to order sets of world pro
blems in tensegrity patterns to clarify
why it is so difficult to have any impact
on such equilibrium systems (51). The
approach could be useful for clarifying
conflicting values and needs (possibly
in relation to problems). It could pro
vide insights into a new approach to
ordering and interrelating concepts to
bring out interdisciplinary dimensions
(linked to great-circle patterning and
symmetry?). It also has interesting
implications as a kind of three-dimen
sional mandala (or «psycho-cosmo
gramma ») with whose elements an in
dividual can associate and interrelate
a complete range of psycho-spiritual
functions (52). " In becoming conscious,
we gain awareness of the dualities
that have moulded our psyches: acti
vity-passivity, competition-cooperation,
independence-dependence, log ic-intu i
tion, and many more ... the human psy
che is comprised of many different
dualities that must be kept in balance
in order for the individual to be whole,
to be truly human» (53). Hitherto we
have lacked bridges between such
dualities, precisely related to a larger
whole, and which are at the same time
isomorphic with external realities.
Tensegrity ordering restates a problem
of organization. By the method of
handling the dualistic compression
relationships, it is no longer a question
of what one is « for» or « against», of
what one considers "right» or
« wrong», or " correct» or «incorrect»,
etc. Each such polarized perspective
merely invokes the activation of the
other and any associated conflict, of

whatever form. Tensegrity ordering ba
lances and interrelates such dual istic
perspectives within a wider context, but
without suppressing their significence
- the reality of each dualistic dynamic
is in fact essential to the structure of
the larger whole. The challenge is then
more to see (i) how such dualities inter
weave, (ii) whether irregularities in the
pattern are due to inadequate atten
tion, discrimination or detachment, and
(iii) what emerges from consideration
of the whole and how this affects un
derstanding of the parts. A possible
step then becomes one of switching
to new tensegrity patterns by « reinter
preting » the whole. Each such pattern
may bring out or suppress nodes, al
though each is always potentially pre
sent.
There is also the possibility that tense
grities may be used to represent stages
in a process over time, rather than pro
cesses at a particular time. Tensegrities
also seem to be helpful in relation to
the dialectic approach, especially in
the manner in which they represent
thesis, anti-thesis and synthesis within
.a larger whole, itself susceptible to
refinement.
Another important possibility arises
from the fact that the most fundamental
dyadic relationships are of such a de
gree of abstraction that they cannot be
properly contained by verbal descrip
tors whose elements are often them
selves determined by, affected by, or
in some way incorporated within such
relationships. It is therefore difficult
to comprehend them adequately, be
cause of the proportion of the totality
of experience which is inherent within
them. They may however be « projec
ted » down into a system of more ele
ments in which aspects of the dyadic
relationship are represented.
It may well be that only such aspects
can be understood and that not even
the existence of the basic relationship
is suspected. This is particularly so
because at each new step down in the
projection, new axes and planes of
symmetry may emerge accompanying
the new surface features. Each of these
may help to say something different
about the fundamental relationship
and be closer to everyday experience.

Conclusions
The implication of the suggested paral
lel seems somewhat incredible. It
appears preposterous to expect that
any useful social structure could emer
ge from any approach which involved
weakening the continuity within formal
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lines of authority (normally considered
as priomordia! and sacrosanct) and
ensuring a continuity of liaison-type
bonds (normally considered as unfor
tunate necessities, if they cannot be
avoided). Aside from the break with
trad ilion. it IS personally very threaten
ing to the extent that conventional
structures provide some support for a
person's own personality structure 
because, of course, some personalities
match well with the usual hierarchical
structure. Sophisticated hierarchies
seem to constitute the epitomy of order,
whether personal or social (54).
It is not to be expected that a conclu
sive case could be made in such a
limited space for what constitutes a
rather dramatic departure from conven
tional approaches to organization. The
questions raised are very instructive,
but further investigation is of course
required to substantiate the argument,
if it is valid. The social system equiva
lents of compression and tension need
to be related more closely to existing
organizational concepts. In particular
it would appear that they are equivalent
to some characteristics associated with
formal and informal organization res
pectively, rather than to all such cha
racteristics. The same distinction must
be made in the case of « communica
tion» and «task performance». The
extent to which the concepts cut across
such conventional categories, or are
more fundamental (56), remains to be
determined - as does the manner in
which the contrasting characteristics
are integrated within a tensegrity pat
tern.
The balance struck between « system»
and « network» - both sophisticated
concepts of organization compared to
those that came before (55) - certainly
suggests the possibility of the kind of
«quantum leap» in organization that
is being sought everywhere with some
degree of desperation. it is particularly
interesting in that systems are now
being seen by some as masculine,
yang-type structures, whilst the rise in
interest in networks is seen to be asso
ciated with a feminine, yin-type in
fluence. The global problems we face
are however unlikely to be adequa
tely met by SWitching between extre
mes, however great the need to com
pensate for past imbalance. It is intri
guing therefore thattensegrity offers
the possibility of a kind of « androgy
nous» organization which could take
us beyond the swings of the historical
pendulum (56). It could prove funda
mental to the creation of a " New Trans
national Social Order» 11

(51) Yearbook of World Problems and Human Potential. Brussels. Union
of International Associations I Mankind 2000. 1976 (especialiy Intro
duction).

(52) Giuseppe Tucci. The Theory and Practice of the Mandala. London,
Rider. 1961.

(53) June Singer. Androgyny. New York, Doubleday. 1976, p. 1 and 5.
(54) A few years ago Fulier's geodesic domes (one application of tense

grity principles) seemed equally preposterious. Yet an early dome,
145 feet in diameter, was erected in 22 hours f\lr immediate use as a

concert hall. Another, 384 feet in diameter, weighs only 1.200 Ions,
compared to the 10,000 ton dome of St Peter's in Rome (diameter
131 feet). A three-quarter sphere. 250 feet in diameter, weighs 600 tons
(USA pavilion at Expo 76).

(55) System I Network complementarity. Transnational Associations, 29,
1977, 9, PP. 365-368 (especialiy the table).

(56) June Singer (Androgyny. Op. clt.) discusses many of the more funda
mental aspects of psycho-social duality and their Integration, which
should help to clarify equivalents 10 tension and compression.
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GROUPWARE CONFIGURATIONS
OF

CHALLENGE AND HARMONY
- an alternative approach to « alternative organization» ...

Introduction

Organizations have traditionally been
based on some more or less explicit no
tion of hierarchy. This paper is not con
cerned with varieties of alternative organ
ization which may be obtained by tinker
ing with the hierarchical formula and intro
ducing participative forms of decision
making, worker management, etc. The in
tention is to look beyond hierarchy (1 ). A
recently much-favoured approach is that
of networks and" networking» which has
now been quite extensively described and
practised (2, 3, 4, 5,6, 7) as a contrast to
hierarchical activity. It has also been tak
en up and combined with (alternative)
" grass-roots» community action and the
commune movements or as the mode un
derlying "situational networks» (8). But
there in an emerging recognition that ne
tworks do not "work ». Many would of
course argue that they cannot be expect
ed to " work» in the traditional sense and
that their action (or non-action) is more
subtle and as such more effective. But at
least it is unclear how their constructive
activities can be facilitated above a cer
tain threshold (9, 10). Unfortunately" ne
twork» is often attached as a label to
what previous decades called "move
ment» or even "club ». Many "ne
tworks »are in fact hierarchies, although it
would be bad form to draw attention to
this. It is even possible to speak of the
" diseases» to which networks are pro
ne(11), particularly a certain "flabbiness»
arising from the progressive elimination of
exposure to confrontation, criticism and
discipline - as being characteristic of the
hierarchic mode. Such weaknesses re
duce their viability as true" alternatives ».

This paper rejects the extremes of hier
archy and network and is concerned with
new types of organization which could com
bine some of the features of each. It is
therefore based on a notion of comple
mentarity between hierarchical system
and organizational network (1, 12). The

organization to which this approach may
give rise could emerge from "tensing»
networks (10) as a corrective to "flabbi
ness ». Exactly how this could be done is
not very clear but a number of stimulating
clues are available from the study of
structural design, namely those relating to
" tensegrity» (Le. tensional integrity)
structures. The relevance of these clues
to organization design has been dis
cussed elsewhere (1, 13), as has their
relevance to ordering concepts, needs
and problems (14). The latter focus has
highlighted the associated difficulties of
comprehending complex configurations
and the importance of developing infor
mation systems supportive of " configura
tive thinking» (15, 16). This is not a hard
ware problem but partly one of computer
software and partly one /of "group
ware» (17) or " orgware » (18) as it has
recently been termed - namely the way in
which a group of people work together in
relation to the information system which
links them (whether or not it is computer
based). Ironically it is within the sophisti
cated communication environments of the
emerging computer conferencing sys
tems (15, 19, 20) that these groupware
problems are now being highlighted (17),
although the tragic inability of the wise to
communicate with each other or work to
gether has been remarked upon in the
past (21).

The concern of this paper is therefore not
to describe existing efforts at "alterna
tive» organization but to see whether,
from a study of formal structures, an en
tirely new approach to organization could
emerge. This is therefore seen as a design
problem in the broadest sense of the
term (22, 23). This problem is particularly
challenging when the range of disparate
functions active within the organization is
broad rather than specialized, and when
few of the pamcipants appreciate the
relevance of functions other than those
with which they are directly associated.

Communication nets vs.
Tensegrity organization
Since this paper focuses on configura
tions, it is important to clarify the relation
ship to the classic group communication
net experiments in social organization. In
what follows these have been contrasted
with "tensegrity organization », men
tioned above, which is derived from the
work of Buckminster Fuller and other ar
chitects (24, 25, 26).

Experiments on communication nets
were originated by Savelas (1948, 1950)
and Leavitt (1951) and have been fol
lowed by a large number of studies. Ac
cording to one literature review (Glanzer
and Glazer, 1961) : " The area has been
worked not only exhaustively, but to ex
haustion. After a promising start, the a'p
proach has led to many conflicting results
that resist any neat order ». And more re
cently : " It is almost impossible to make a
simple generalization about any variable
without finding at least one study to con
tradict the generalization» (27).

Such research is only partially relevant to
the more complex structures to be dis
cussed, for the following reasons:

1. Limited number: It is based on groups
of 3 to 5 persons. On the basis of Fuller's
analysis of structures, such a small num
ber of elements does not give rise to
stable tensegrity configurations. The sim
plest 3-D tensegrity requires 3 compres
sion elements (Le. 6 function-roles). The
first two which are spherically symmetri
cal (and enclose a space) require 60r 12
elements. The first with extensive great
circle symmetry requires 30.

• Presented to a workshop on alternative organizations
of the European Institute for Advanced Studies in Ma
nagement (Brussels, June 1979); prepared fortho in
ternational conference of the Society for General
Systems Research (London, August 1979) and rep
roduced from its proceedings: Improving the Human
Condition - quality and stability in social systems.
Washington DC. Society for General Systems Rese
arch, 1979 (Editor: R F Ericson), 1051 pages.
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CLUES TO TENSING ORGANIZATIONAL NETWORKS (extract from ref. 10) ANNEX I

A: 2-DIMENSIONS (circular symmetry)
Stability' If a square or polygon is made from
a series of struts which define its edges, and if
those struts are connected by flexible joints,
the resulting figure can be distorted and is
therefore unstable. To be stable a shape must
have its faces composed of triangles. If trian
gulation is done with tension elements, the
shape cannot be distorted in 2-dimensions,
but it is unstable if lifted off the plane surface.

Based on information in :
- Anthony Pugh. An Introduction to Tensegrity.

Los Angeles, University of CaliforMia Press, 1976
- Anthony Pugh, Polyhedra; a visual approach.

Los Angeles. University of California Press, 1976

B : 3-DIMENSIONS (spherical symmetry)
Stability: If a cube or polyhedron is made from
a series of struts which define its edges, and if
those edges are connected by flexible joints,
the resulting figure can be distorted (and is
therefore unstable) unless all the faces are tri
angular (as in the tetrahedron, octahedron or
icosahedron). Certain counteracting configu
rations of struts and tension elements (ten
segrity structures) are stable without triangu
lar faces. The resulting network of tension ele
ments outlines the polyhedral form on which
the tensegrity structure is based.

3.3 Tensegrity prism. with struts not enclos
ing a volume (i.e. not spherically symmetrical)
N = 3, triangular prism

4, sqaure prism, etc.

5.3 Forming a tensegrity made up of several
independent interweaving circuit patterns of
struts (each forming a polyhedron)
N = 12, tetrahedra (2)

18, tetrahedra (3)

2. All strut centres pass (approximately)
through centre point; ends do not touch but
are linked by tension elements (outlining a re
gular polyhedron)
N = 3, octahedron outlined

4, cube outlined, etc.

3.2 Tensegrity zig-zag pattern with struts
enclosing a volume; external tension ele
ments outline a regular polyhedron
N = 6, tetrahedron

12, octahedron
30, icosahedron
36, cube, etc.

5.2 Forming a tensegrity made up of several
independent interweaving circuit patterns of
struts (each forming a regular polygon)
N = 9, triangular circuits (3) ; cuboctahedr.

12, square circuits (3)
15, pentagon circuits (3).

4. Strut ends linked to form a regular polygon
with a single strut passing at right angles
through the centre point of the plane. Vertices
linked to the ends of the single strut. (N.B. not
spherically symmetrical)
N = 4, triangular polygon

5, square polygon, etc.
5. Strut ends linked together with struts inter
weaving; vertices linked by tension elements.
5.1 Forming a continuous tensegrity circuit
pattern.

3.1 Tensegrity diamond pattern with struts
enclosing a volume; external tension elements
outline a regular polyhedron
N = 8, octahedron

12, cuboctahedron, etc.

5.2 Forming independent overlapping (or in
terweaving) circuits
N =6 (2 triangles)

8 (2 squares), etc.

5 Strut ends linked together with struts over
lapping; vertices linked by tension elements.
5.1 Forming a continuous circuit (for N odd)
N = 5, pentagram

7, heptagram, etc.

4. Strut ends linked together to form a re
gular polygon; tension links from vertices
to a common central point
N = 3, triangle

4, square, etc.

2. All struts pass (approximately) through
centre point; ends do not touch and are linked
by tension elements (outlining a regular polyg
on).
N = 2, square outlined

3, hexagon outlined
4, octagon outlined, etc.

3. Strut ends overlap (but are only connected
via tension elements), .enclosing an area in
the form of a regular polygon.
N = 3, triangle

4, square, etc.



2. Two-dimensional structures: Ttie
communication nets investigated are ne
cessarily conceived in two-dimensions.

Their patterns, in many cases (e.g. tri
angle, square, pentagon, wheel, etc.) of
course constitute parts of a tensegrity
tension network, but not the whole which
requires pecific combinations of such
sub-networks (see Annex 1).

3. Limited role differentiation: Little at
tention is paid to the differentiation of
roles. Although H. Guetzkow distin
guished factors operating to allow role
formation from those which induced inter
locking roles into organizational struc
tures, only 3 roles (plus a role-less role)
emerged (28). As groups get larger, and
the task more complex, more specialized
roles tend to emerge - to a point where
there is only very indirect interaction be
tween some roles(20). Opposed or coun
ter-functions are required in maturer
groups to counter-balance each other's
excesses. It is at this level of complexity
and functional « incompatibility» that ten
segrities could prove of value.

4. Single communication mode: The em
phasis is on communication, whether
one-way or two-way, and the nets do not
distinguish between tension and com
pression features (essential to the forma
tion of a tensegrity configuration).

5. Sub-systemic: Such task-oriented
groups in fact are dependent on external
factors for the justification of their artificial
(laboratory) activity. As such they are
essentially sub-systems for which a state
of equilibrium can only be reached within
the context of a larger system. Tensegrity
is primarily of interest in exploring sys
tems at equilibrium (or switching between
equilibrium states) namely systems with a
richer variety of counter-balancing func
tions.

Challenge and harmony
One point of entry into the argument of
this paper is that arising from the « single
communication mode» (point 4, above).
The experiments appear to have concen
trated on the flow patterns (possibly in
cluding directionality) without any atten
tion to whether the flow between commu
nicants was perceived as « mutually chal
lenging »or « harmoniously reinforcing» 
namely a unimodal rather than a bi-modal
focus(*) (This raises the question wheth
er what is perceived as alienating and
boring in many conventional organiza
tions, particularly bureaucracies, is not
precisely a suppression of challenge or
harmony relationships in favour of a neu
tral, uni-modal form. And what is rejected
or attractive, in competitive organizations
is the challenge, which may become de
humanizing and more than the individual
cares to bear. Similarly what is attractive

to many in networks is the harmonious na
ture of relationships and the absence of
challenge. It is however clear that
even in the case of the most staid bu
reaucracy, challenge will emerge. But it
will not be openly recognized, as it is in
competitive organizations. Harmony will
also emerge, but only through the exten
sive informal networks in such bureaucra
cies). Use of «challenge.. and «har
mony .. as terms obviously calls for a pre
cise definition. The problems of clarifying
their siQnificance have besn discussed
elsewhere in relation to tensegrity organ
ization (1, pp. 258-9), as well as in more
general terms (15). Basically such preci
sion would be premature. The implications
of the difficulties of comprehending the
significance of any verbal definition are
themselves important. One interesting
sense in which they may respectively be
understood is as reciprocated negative
and positive feedback relationships. Ne
gative feedback is a challenge to a posi
tion and has to be «dealt» or " coped»
with. Positive feedback reinforces an ex
isting position, confirming the harmony of
the relationship between the two parties.

Given the lack of attention to this aspect
of communication in groups, the question
is what kinds of challenge/harmony confi
gurations might prove significant as a ba
sis for alternative organization? It would
seem that no effort has been made to look
into configurations of positive and nega
tive feedback - and it is not even clear
what would be involved. Attention has al
ways been devoted to the « processing
boxes» in a system and not to the confi
guration pattern of the flows between
them (**).

In contrast to the communication nets, the
rules for interrelating challenge and har
mony relationships may be more complex.

Some of the possibilities are evident from
Annex 1, where a compressive strut
(stick) can be interpreted as a challenge
relationship and a tension element
(string) as a harmony relationship. The in
teresting clues to new types of structure
seem to lie in configurations which:

- separate challenge relationships by
harmony relationships (embedding the
former in the latter) and « tensing» the
latter by the former to avoid flabbiness;

- are based on a 3-dimensional structure
rather than on a 2-dimensional struc
ture and thus encompass a volume ra
ther than an area;

- are symmetrical, or rather in which all
the relationships are handled symmetri
cally;

- avoid cluttering up the centre of
symmetry or creating structural depen
dence on that centre.

The significance of these structural fea
tures for organizations is explored else
where at some length (1, 13).
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Of great interest is the manner in which
challenge/harmony configurations use 3
dimensions to achieve symmetrical clo
sure. Those which achieve closure in 2-di
mensions (see Annex 1) do not bring out
the unexpected features of the 3-dimen
siona!. In fact they bear a predictable re
semblance to those of the classic commu
nication net experiments.

A further word on challenge relation
ships: if the mutual challenge is too
great, this must necessarily result in the
elimination of one (annihilated) or both
(mutual destruction). Similarly, if a har
mony relationship is too strong, the iden
tity of one is lost, being merged into that of
the other. In both cases such tendencies
can be counter-balanced by harmony or
challenge relationships respectively,
provided they are appropriately posi
tioned within the configuration. If this is
not possible then clearly the configuration
is not stable and other patterns could be
explored. (Note that the stability of a com
munication net only arises, if at all, in
terms of information overload).

Completeness
The communication net experiments were
designed around laboratory problems
which did not call for extensive functional
differentiation between those in the net.

An extreme contrast is to be found in a
mature self-reliant community when a
complete range of functions - from agri
cultural to cultural- is required. It is char
acteristic of this degree of functional dif
ferentiation - found to a lesser degree in
large, complex organizations - that there
is no theoretically grounded logic to the
relationships between some of these
functions. Allocation of resources to func
tions can only be justified by experience,
possibly disguised by « good» public re
lations (e.g.a harvest cultural festival
keeps the agricultural workers happy,
etc.) ..

The question is what are the functions in
a « complete» range if only 4 or 7 or 12,
etc functions emerge in a given case?

How is the absence of a function sensed
(e.g.a self-reliant community may feel the
need for some cultural, religious, psycho
therapeutic or other expression) ? If some
functions are not expressed, what depen
dence does this create on the external en
vironment?

Clearly it would be useful to clarify the na
ture of:

(') This paper only considers bl-modal structures
based on tensegrities. it is highly probable that whole
families of psycho-social structures can be based on
trl-modal, quadri-modal, etc. structures whose archi
tectural counterparts, if any, have not yet been ex
plored. The mode chosen is partly a question of compre
hensibility. Modes of value greater than two may de
pend upon multi-vaiued logics (30).

(..) It is only Fuller who has drwas attention to systems
has being plyhedral structures (24, p. 95).
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- completeness in narrow, highly special
ized groups

- incompleteness in mature, self-reliant,
richly differentiated groups.

The question is how much variety can be
usefully incorporated and expressed
within the group without tearing it apart or
rendering it incapable of functioning as a
whole? - given that a rich variety pool is
a guarantee that the group can formulate
many survival strategies in response to
possible crises and that it offers many dif
ferent opportunities for personal fulfill
ment (Note that the current tendency is to
aim for structures which will operate ef
fectively with the minimum functional var
iety).

It is clear that completeness in a spheri
cally symmetrical tensegrity is structurally
explicit. The consequences of removing
an element in the simpler structures are
immediately evident for the whole. Com
pleteness in this sense is not explicit in
hierarchical organizations from which
whole divisions may be removed without
raising questions as to the implications for
the functioning of the whole.

In a tensegrity each relationship consti
tutes a different kind of challenge or a dif
ferent kind of harmony, depending upon
its position (and orientation ?) within the
configuration. It is the totality of these qu
alitatively distinct relationships which de
fines the whole although it is at the level of
their distinctiveness that they are opera
tionally comprehensible rather than
through the abstractions of « challenge ..
and « harmony ...

Comprehension
It is strange that the problem of compre
hension is seldom raised in connection
with alternative organization. One reason
that hierarchical organizations are so wi
despread is that they are the simplest to
comprehend, and that any challenges to
comprehension are effectively disguised
as the responsibility of the « boss ". An in
dividual in the depths of some such hier
archy is in fact encouraged not to worry
about the why and wherefor of what goes
on elsewhere.

The result is that when confronted with
the presence of (or the need to express) a
complete range of functions, an individual
will tend automatically to separate out as
irrelevant all those which are not immedi
ately comprehensible from the position he
is currently expressing. For this reason
the functional richness and maturity,
which may be assumed to be desirable
characteristics of alternative organiza
tions, render them a major challenge to
comprehension (*).

Not only is there the problem of compre
hending the distinct functions which are

expressed in an organization of a given le
vel of complexity (i.e. richness), but there
is also the problem of comprehending the
pattern of challenge and harmony rela
tionships characteristic of the structure. In
a hierarchy the pyramidal structure also
serves as an encoding or classifying
structure, effectively pigeonholing more
specialized functions which can then be
handled conceptually at a more general
level (*'). Characteristically, horizontal re
lationships between hierarchical sub-divi
sions are ignored if not forbidden, except
via the « boss ".

In order to comprehend the challenge of
envisaging real alternatives, attention
must be given to the converltional process
by which we are « locked into .. the exist
ing patterns of organization. Curiously
both philosophers and physicists share
this concern. For example A.T. de Nicolas,
a philospher concerned with the pattern
ing freedom implicit in the chanted Rg
Veda and how it is to be comprehended,
notes:

«The approach of Classical Physics
corresponds very closely to the common
sense approach in the following sense: It
operate on the assumption that we should
primarily search for individual, unique, at
omic entities like things, and events, and
only secondarily that we should see how
these atomic units combine into classes
of units and classes of classes of units
and so forth ...

The approach of Modern Physics corre
sponds to the Eastern view of reality in the
following sense : It operates on the as
sumption, that whenever we are in search
of anything, we are primarily in contact
with a totality, the most « real .. aspect of
any entity being the total pattern. Our per
ception of it defies any atomicity or real id
entification. It is only secondarily that
classification of individual entities is made
possible, and for this we revert to ordinary
symbol manipulation. In other words, to
perceive anything apart from the total field
is to perceive it as a subsystem, an artifi
cially created aspect of a field of stresses,
i.e. a pattern. In fact, according to the law
of complementarity, what can truly be said
in one context-language, the same can
not be truly said in the other context-lan
guage ". (31 p. 32-3).

The final statement can be made of the
different functional perspectives into
which a complex organization can be dif
ferentiated, since each gives rise to its
own context-language. There is a rela
tionship of complementarity between
them but not of classical logic. De Nicolas
is concerned to show that it is the activity
whereby man generates these languages
and patterns which is the clue to pattern
ing freedom. A similar point could be made
with regard to the (collective) entrepren
eurial initiative whereby an organization
comes into being - the initiating attitude is

usually neglected in favour of uncreative
attention to a narrow range of well-know
organizational forms. De Nicolas argues
that the conventional "view of language
fails to take into account the human activ
ity by which language itself is formed,
made flesh» (31 p.55).

" When Language is grounded on a tone
system, as in the Rg Veda, then the imme
diate result is a plurality of systems; that is
a Language which we can speak only
through sub-linguistic systems·' (31 p.
58). "Language, in the above sense, is
only to be reached as a viewpoint gained
through the activity of contrasting per
spectives » (31 p. 182) (*"). The immedi
ate consequence is an infinite patterning
possibility, and a rich multiplicity of altern
ative perspectives. In Western music
number is used to constrict all possibility
to an economically convenient limit by ar
bitrary adoption of an international pitch
standard and an equal temperament tone
system. This was not the case in the past:
the infinite possibilities of the number field
were considered isomorphic with the infi
nite possibilites of tone and there was no
theoretical limit to the divisions of the oc
tave.

« Rg Vedic man, like his Greek counter
parts, knew himself to be the organizer of
the scale, and he cherished the multitude
of possibilities open to him too much to
freeze himself into one dogmatic posture.
His language keeps "alive that "open
ness» to alternatives, yet it avoids en
trapment in anarchy. It also resolves the
fixity of theory by setting the body of man
historically moving through the freedom of
musical spaces, viewpoint transpositions,
reciprocities, pluralism, and finally, an ab
solute radical sacrifice of all theory as a
fixed invariant» (31 p. !?7).

« Language in music is grounded thereby
on context dependency; any tone can
have any possible relation to other tones,
and the shift from one tone to another,
which alone makes melody possible, is a
shift in perspective which the singer him
self embodies. Any perspective (tone)
must be «sacrificed» for a new one to

• Despite their supposed complexity, the challenge of
comprehending organizational networkS Ib dlmo~t 81 4

ways avoided - to the point that there is even pride in
their perceived amorphousness (which markedly distin-·
guishes them from their conventional mathematical re
presentation).

** Functional distinctions are seldom explicit in organi
zational or grassroots networks. On may even question
whether functional differentiation is acceptable therein.

••• De Nicolas describes language as "a heuristic
anticipation of a reachabie goal, which establishes
structures of systematic inquiry guided by sets of
canons and embodied in a pattern of human exploratory
behavior. When language is formulated, we no longer
have Language, but rather a complete and closed set of
semantically linked descriptive predicates internally
related and forming one or several sUblinguistic sys
tems, or languages" (31 p. 183).



come into being; the song is a radical ac
tivity which requires innovation while
maintaining continuity, and the « world"
is the creation of the singer, who shares
its dimensions with the song" (31 p. 57).

Whilst one may share the enthusiasm of
the last paragraph, the Rg Veda has been
around for several thousand years and
has not apparently given rise to alterna
tive patterns of organization. By what
have its interpreters been trapped? lest
it be thought, however, that musical form
has little to do with organization, one may
cite socialist economist Jacques Attall .

" la musique est plus qu'objet d'etude :
elle est un moyen de percevoir le monde.
Un outil de connaissance. Aujourd'hui,
aucune theorisation par le langage ou les
mathematiques n'est plus suffisante,
parce que trop lourde de signifiants preal
abies, incapable de rendre compte de
I'essentiel du temps: le qualitatif et le flou,
la menace et la violence... 11 faut dorc im
aginer des formes theoriques rad;ca!e
ment neuves pour parler aux nouvelles
realites. la musique, organisation du
bruit, est une de ces formes... Dans les
codes qui structurent les bruits et leurs
mutations, s'annoncent une pratique et
une lecture theorique nouvelles... " (32 p.
9-11 ).

He demonstrates the prophetic role of
music and that social and economic or
ganization is the « echo" of the music of
the immediate past. But this still leaves in
dications which remain to be anchored in
real possibilities for comprehending oper
ational alternatives for organization. A
" bridge" is required from the rich possib
ilities of patterning freedom indicated by
musical coding to that of organizational
structure. It is the argument of this paper
that tensegrity structures constitute such
a bridge, both in the variety of possible
patterns which provide structural guide
lines (*). and as sophisticated reflections
of the problems of comprehending the
range of such true alternatives. It may
even prove to be the case that a given ten
segrity is an isomorphic representation of
a particular lattice of sub-linguistic sys
tems which could characterize a particu
lar pattern of functionally differentiated or
ganization. De Nicolas notes (31 p. 187)
that man, in his expressions and behavior,
uses a lattice of languages. This was first
pointed out by P.A. Heelan in connection
with the peculiar logic of quantum me
chanics (35). The logic in question turned
out to be, not an ordering of sentence, but
a partial ordering (lattice) of complemen
tary descriptive languages. He found this
complernentarity of languages to be a per
vasive phenomenon of human communi
cation and dialogue. « Man is at the centre
of his own activity, creating and recreating
himself in relation to how efficiently he
climbs or descends the contextual multi
plicity within which he constantly oper
ates" (31 p. 187). It is noteworthy that

taxonomies of games have been based on
lattice structures which bear a tantalizing
resemblance to the tensegrity structures
discussed here (36). Game.s are them
selves challenge/harmony patterns.

In a tensegrity the structure is compre
hensible as a gestalt, but it is very difficult
to conceptualize the gestalt from its ele
ments. There is a counter-intuitive barrier
to reaching an understanding of the whole
from its parts, although the structure of
the whole is very clear once represented
by a three-dimensional model. This barrier
is even clear when constructing such a
model. It becomes even greater as the
number of elements increases in the more
complex tensegrities.

Aside from one's own problems of com
prehension, there are obviously problems
of communicating the nature of alternative
organization to others.

Levels and stages
of comprehension
It follows from the previous section that in
dividuals exposed to a complex structure,
whether existing or proposed, will tend to
comprehend it in different ways and to dif
ferent degrees. The point has been well
made by F.F. Kopstein and others (37) in
terms of learning about a pattern of inter
linked concepts (in a network). There is a
tendency for each of those in the learning
process to fail to register, retain or re
transmit parts of the pattern. In addition
there is the natural tendency to want to
perceive the pattern as being of a well
known kind and thus to ignore features
which imply that it is more complex and
less intuitively predictable from past ex
perience. Such tendencies are exacer
bated by limited effective attention span.

The consequence is that, whatever the
point of introduction to a structure of com
plexity greater than that to which he is
habituated, the individual will tend to
work with it (or reject it) as though it was
a simpler structure. It may even be useful
to think in terms of a series of «delu
sions " through which the individual must
pass before attaining to full comprehen
sion of the structure. These learning ex
periences or cycles are perhaps better
appreciated in the apprenticeship "do
ing » mode of learning than in the more
academic" information» mode. Whether
it be in Maoist China or in a diversified
capitalist corporation, there is a well-est
ablished practice of requiring individuals
to work successively in different contexts
to get an overall "feel» for the different
cycles of a production process and to un
derstand the constraints to which each
part is subject(**). These are contextual
realities not communicated by look-learn
ing or briefings. It may well be the case
that a particular individual will never really
get more than a distorted feel for what is
going on in some of these settings be-
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cause of innate bias or ineptitude of which
he is unaware or is unable to overcome ef
fectively (e.g. «agriculture» may remain
an eternal, messy mystery to someone
who is temperamentally oriented toward
« engineering,,).

From the individual learner's point of view
it is difficult to distinguish between " le
vels" of comprehension, successively
encompassing each other (e.g. progres
sively more sophisticated reality models),
and « stages» of comprehension arising
from successive exposure to alternative
reality settings (e.g. with respect to a
complex production process). The two are
intertwined, the progressive refinement of
the former being dependent upon the var
iety of foundational experiences provided
by the latter. Where the point of entry is
dictated by convention, certain levels and
stages may be labelled as " superior" or
" advanced ", introducing an unneces
sary spirit of elitism. But this is fairly arbit
rary since individuals tend to have an in
nate aptitude for the skills required at cer
tain levels or stages (rather than at
others), irrespective of their point of entry
into the learning process. Of greater im
portance is the extent to which the indi
viduals can respond to (or master) the re
quirements of a wide range of levels or
stages (***). It is the number (Le. the var
iety) so mastered which is a truer mea
sure of comprehension of the whole, not
the apparent sophistication of the stage
or level reached from some entry point
dictated by circumstances. (<< The first
shall be last, and the last shall be first" !)

Clearly it may prove to be the case that a
particular individual is quite content to
perceive a complex structure in over-sim
plified, distorted terms and to work within
it (or in opposition to it) on that basis. A
mature complex structure should in fact
support those who participate in it in their
perception of it according to their abilities
and preferred modes whilst challenging

(.) There Is a strong possibility that further exploration
of musical patternlng (cf ref. 33) in relation to tensegrlty
patlerning will establish significant linkages between
them since both are governed by number (cf. ref. 16). It
self a basis of the patlernlng of the field of archetypes
In the Jungian sense (34). The key seems to lie in the
patterning of a spheric surface (a finite but unbounded
attention surface) by configurations of discord/chal
lenge and harmony.

(••) This Is also the case In semi-secret guilds, such as
the Compagnons du Devoir. It is also evident in the se
quence of initiations in certain religious orders, such as
the Sufl (38).

(••• ) An extreme, but nevertheless elegant example of
this may be found in the reports by different Suli mas
ters on the 7 colours associated with visionary experi
ences at 7 different levels. Whilst there is agreement 'on
the colours there Is disagreement concerning the order
of the levels. One scholar suggests that "this corre
sponds to a difference Is the way each of these depths
Is innerly attained, oriented" (38. p. 126). The same
point may be made with respect to the supposed level
« superiority» claimed for Mohammed over Jesus with
in that system - a distinctly non-trivial point given the
misunderstanding and violence arising from attachment
to such orderings.
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them with alternatives which would lead
to greater understanding. Tensegrity
structures in fact form series or families of
different degrees of complexity such that
one may be considered a simple approx
imation to another and thus easier to un
derstand.

The alternative organizations of the future
may even recognize the learning situa
tions associated with such historical
structures as slavery, feudalism, fascism,
imperialism, communism, etc and attempt
to internalize them. In fact « slavery" and
«feudalism", for example, are labels
commonly attached to some family, work
or leisure (e.g. sport) situations. Even
« fascism" may be accepted to further the
shared goals of a team. It may prove that
each is valuable under certain conditions,
provided: (a) that the pattern is not perm
anently maintained or (b) that the same
people are not continually (under) pri
vileged, or (c) that people feel free to ex
perience alternative patterns or are hav
ing such experiences in other settings
(e.g. work, religion, leisure, etc). Organi
zations have to internalize education as a
continual learning process (39) in order to
respond to each generation born anew
with the potential for organizational errors
of the past. They need to « process ignor
ance » as well as information (40, 41 ), of
fering ritual re-enactment or preventive
exposure to the organizational equivalent
of early childhood diseases (e.g. mumps,
measles, etc), and using any such ignor
ance as a structuring element of the
whole.

« Keeping the act
together»
In a hierarchical organization it is fairly
easy to impart or receive the idea « Joe is
the boss; do what he says ». Whatever the
participatory nuances and constraints, it
is that which orders the structure. In the
case of a network the matter is more
subtle, but it may be little more than « We
must keep in touch; and don't forget to in
form Joan in Melbourne ». The matter is
more complex in situations which blend
both modes informally, where organiza
tion is amorphous, or is overshadowed by
a charismatic leader or inner circle.

The challenge of alternative organization
is that it should provide a new balance of
relationship between those who partici
pate; one which is not dependent on a
central figure or group and is more strong
ly bound than the conventional network.

Basically it is a question of a configuration
within which « energy» can be processed
and transformed to the satisfaction of par
ticipants. It is common to refer to organi
zations as processing « information" but
both these terms fail to convey the essen
tial difficulty of keeping an organization

alive and self-regenerating. R.G.Siu, a
taoist scholar with a background in bio
chemistry and management, has this to
say:

« We suggest that living systems possess
some unique capability of marshaling ch'i,
which is not present in inanimate sys
tems. The living organism processes ch'i
in conjunction with the energy transfor
mations which are characteristic of inan
imate reactions. Death sets in where the
capacity to process ch'i is disrupted and
the corpse reverts to the inanimate worid
of energy exchanges, pure and simple. En
ergy is the essential stuff for structural in
tegrity and mechanical and chemical pro
cesses, while ch'i is the essential stuff for
pattern perpetuity and thinking and feel
ing. While energy-metabolism accounts
for the vigour of health in the physical
sense, ch'i-metabolism accounts for the
well-being of the person in the psychic
sense. A smoothly operating cross-feed
exists between energy and ch'i in the nor
mal and serene human being» (42, p.
261-2).

As might be expected, ch'i does not lend
itself to easy definition although Siu's
whole study attempts to legitimate the
concept within contemporary scientific
and philosophical throught. He does not
however relate ch'i to the interpersonal
« energy» processing characteristic of an
organization which would make of it a
« ch'i receptacle» (*).

But it would seem to be legitimate to
argue that an organization which is
« alive» and « vibrant" is held together by
more than the inter-exchange of informa
tion, funds and other resources. (There
are many «dead" organizations so
equipped which are merely memorials to
problems of the past or to past inspira
tions). And whatever that «something"
is, the trick is to keep it moving in order to
maintain the energy level (of which « en
thusiasm " is an aspect), and to prevent it
from draining out of the organizational
configuration. In order to succeed in this,
at each transformation of «energy" at
any functional station within the organiza
tion, there should be a receiver to conti
nue the process, and those involved in the
functional transformation should feel ful
filled by it.

But lacking a « boss »this becomes a very
delicate balancing act: containing excess
and stimulating weakness. The question
is how to render it self-balancing but with
a developmental disequilibrium which will
provoke convergence on more complex
configurations. It is much more than a
conventional systems management prob
Ilem, given that there is no «manager»
,and that some of the relationships are not
perceptible through the spectacles of sys
tems management. Somehow the weak
nesses of negative by-prOducts of the or
ganization's activity should be ingested
(rather than dumped on the environment)

in such a way as to strengthen the organ
ization. It should work with its constraints
rather than against them using their
strength to provide structure (**).

More complex still is the creation and in
itial growth of the organization when spe
cial protection and support is required
(from whom ?) before the organization be
comes self-balancing.

Computer facilitation
It is curious that in the creation and oper
ation of both networks and hierarchical
organizations there is little or no necessity
for the kind of information" scaffolding"
that a computer can provide. In a network
this may even be anathema, although the
potentially significant computer conferen
cing networks now emerging depend
upon them (19). But here a distinction
must be made. This dependence is upon
the point-to-point, rapid conveyance of in
formation; there are either no structural
restrictions on to whom the communica
tion is addressed (as with the telephone)
or else these are hierarchically deter
mined by policies external to the compu
ter system (as in the case of access code
distribution). Where computers are used
in support of communication within a hier
archy, this is merely an electronic form of
a conventional memo/message system.
Again the computer is not used to provide
any structural support not already implicit
in the hierarchically governed policy of the
existing system - although it may help to
do this more efficiently.

That this is not necessary in either case is
perhaps evident from considering the
physical equivalents. A "network" of
telephone lines could be laid over the sur
face of a large open-plan office. If a
switchboard was used, this would only
perform the same functions as a manual
memo clearing desk. When a hierarchical
structure like a pyramidal building is put
up, each level provides the support for
subsequent levels. Scaffolding is only re
quired temporarily to bridge over ambi
tious spans (Le. more ambitious than
those of Stonehenge). It may be argued
that hierarchical organizations start with a
" boss », but by acquiring his first layer of
assistants he establishes himself upon
their shoulders - a process which they

. can repeat for themselves as hiring is ex
tended and the pyramid built up.

In contrast to the above uses of compu
ters as a more or less automated pigeon
post or messenger service (justified by

(") It is common for connoisseurs of alternative organ
ization activities to use the phrase. there was a lot of
good (or bad) energy there •.

(..) Presumably interesting clues are to be found in
Eastern martial arts which are based on similar princ,
pies. One of them, Aikido, is specifically concerned with
processing and use ofthe ki (Le.ch'i) energy referred to
above.



the large quantities of information), one
may envisage a very different structural
approach of considerable significance to
the creation and operation of tensegrity
type organizations. Surprisingly, physicist
Ted Bastin in contrasting the classical
and modern paradigms in physics (men
tioned earlier), argues that "computer
people work all day" with relationships
required for the latter «whereas physi
cists work with ideas which are foreign to
it ». The principles are « the bare bones of
a non-existent logic of sequential rela
tionships" in which spatial «relation
ships have to be constructed before they
have meaning» and are not intuitively ob
vious as normally assumed (44 p. 124).

The construction of a tensegrity commu
nication configuration may imbue its ele
ments with logical significance in the
sense of this paradigm. The computer is
therefore an appropriate tool by which to
learn how to work with the new paragigm
and avoid the traps of the old (*).

As should be clear from the previous sec
tions, the problem is to build up communi
cation configurations of appropriate com
·plexity. But tensegrity-type configurations
only acquire self-balancing structural in
tegrity when they are complete (or all but)
- hence the need for « scaffolding" or an
« assembly frame ". And in fact only then
do they become comprehensible as struc
tures rather than as a maze of possibilities
(as is discovered when building models).

There are many potentially de-stabilizing
problems which may themselves interact
counter-productively:

- initial setting up difficulties
- (mis)understanding of functions to be

activated
- (mis)understanding of relationship

pattern to other functions
- (mis)understanding of nature of rela

tionships
- ensuring completeness of function/re

lationship pattern
- (varying) levels of comprehension of

those participating and consequent
variety of learning experiences
triggered

- distinguishing equilibriating, growth
and evolutionary dynamics

- determining one (or more) appropriate
configurations (and distinguishing be
tween them)

The context for the emergence of such alt
ernative organizations may be conceived
as a pool of unfulfilled perspectives or
skills (in the broadest sense and including
the affective) with a range of completed
and partially completed configurations. In
contrast with the conventional labour
pool/job offer situations, the computer is
used both in attempting to match the func
tional skills and the incomplete configura
tions and to propose new configurations
of unlinked functional skills (Note that one
person may possess many such perspec
tives or skills).

Now each tends to perceive his own skill
or perspective as « most fundamental" or
« most central ", whilst perceiving many
others as « irrelevant" or at best" of sec
ondary importance ". Each only wants to
be linked with others with which his per
spective is either in harmony or by which
it is appropriately challenged. Computer
software Is therefore needed to « pro
tect .. each perspective and any pattern
of communication links around it (to the
extent desired by the individual con
cerned).

Now the task of the software is not simply
to match skills/perspectives in sets of
communication dyads. The challenge is to
interrelate such dyads in larger configura
tions within which a greater variety of
skills/perspectives is expressed - namely
to " configure " an organization which is
richer in internal resources as a basis for
self-reliance and viability in relation to the
external environment. (In one sense this is
the antithesis of the alienating «division
of labour »).

In attempting to set up complete configu
rations, the software may first have to pro
pose partial "harmony" configurations
(e.g. triangles, squares, stars, etc), as in
the communication net experiments, and
then attempt to combine a number of
these, opening up the necessary" chal
lenge" relationships if possible. (Note
that without the latter, the organization
would simply be of the mutual admiration
variety dependent upon external chal
lenge, possibly transmuted into
" enemies,,). There is of course no reason
why this process should not lead simply to
the emergence of networks or hierarchies
wherever participants are satisfied with
these - although they are not configura
tions in the sense implied here. More con
cretely, a " proposal" initiated by the sof
tware would merely indicate to one or
more participants that (in the light of infor
mation currently stored on a particular set
of their related interests/perspec
tives/skills) they could each usefully res
trict their communications to a named set
of partners, if only as a control on informa
tion overload. (In addition, or alternatively,
advice might be given on the frequency or
volume of communication - possibly en
forced by software). Feedback to the sof
tware would indicate whether alternative
configurations could usefully be tried.
« Communication" itself might be face
to-face, mail, or phone, but as an experi
ment it could well be done in association
with a computer conferencing network.
This would permit many configurations to
be tried (sequentially or in parallel) with
much flexibility, avoiding any communica
tion hiatus (***).

Most intriguing is that, by definition, it is
not clear what synergy effects would be
come evident once a configuration had
been completed nor to what kind of dy
namic stability it would give rise. Since the
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whole concept of a tensegrity is based on
the ability to distribute any stress most ef
fectively throughout the whole structure,
how would this need to affect beneficially
any software mediated communication
(such as by giving preference to lines of
communication relating to symmetry fea
tures, «great circle" routes, etc) ? How
would it be necessary or possible to re
spond to excessive challenge between
two partners (uncontainable within that
configuration), excessive harmony (lead
ing to identity of two perspectives/skills
which need to be distinct in that configu
ration), etc ?

The strength of the computer lies in its
ability:

-to propose any of a very wide range of
tensegrity-type structures (stored for
that purpose)

- to introduce and possibly regulate com
munications until the discipline has
been internalized or the configuration
abandoned, or for its duration (if it is dif
ficult to maintain without «software
scaffolding .. )

- to facilitate the learning process about
such structures particularly when the
individual is embedded in a complex
structure

- to facilitate the re-categorizing/re-clas
sifying process the individual can un
dertake as he clarifies/comprehends
"what he is into .. (namely a form of
« evolutionary selfindexing ,,) in order to
provoke better suggestions as "to
whom he should be talking .. within con
figuration contexts of greater complete
ness

- to distinguish clearly, when necessary,
between a perspective and the holder
thereof; or to permit a perspective to be
shared by several holders, if appropri
ate.

Dynamics:
growth and evolution
The great advantage of tensegrities is
that they constitute an extensive range of
interrelated structures. There are even
transformation paths between them al
though these have not been extensively
explored (24, 25). When a given configu
ration becomes inadequate participants
can interlink in terms of a more or less
complex structure. Or, better still, they
can use different communication configu
rations under different conditions (**).

n A new example relevant to this paper is the use of
non-hierarchically related (. co-routines ", simultane
ously resident and exchanging data on the initiative of
either within the computer system.

(..) It is possible that the lattice structure, mentioned
above in connection with languages, can also be used
to describe the relationships between the different con
figurations.

("') Even without computer support, experiments at
deliberately "tensing" a network of people in lele
phone communication may be made. In fact, the pres·
ence of .. tensions" may be the normal condition of a
dynamic group communicating in this way.
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The relationship between growth and evo
lution into a new structure is explicit in
that tensegrities can be complexified qu
antitatively by continually triangulating
the faces of the polyhedral form on which
they are based. This corresponds to a
functional differentiation.

Relevance: organizations,
meetings, programmes
As has been discussed elsewhere (45),
the distinctions drawn between organiza
tions, meetings and programmes are ar
bitrary, particularly within a computer con
ferencing environment. The special prob
lem of exploratory/innovative meetings at
this time is to re-configure through a se
quence of (possibly parallel) structures as
the topic is clarified/comprehended, and
to provide some structure to ensure a
non-trivial integration of the meeting's
specialized working groups (46). The
tendency in the latter is to select out the
contrary/opposing/challenging perspec
tives in order to form a simple harmonious
round-table communication net. Interre
lating such groups requires explicit recog
nition of the challenge relationships be
tween group perspectives - possibly as a
tensegrity which thus given appropriate
recognition to the nature of the
whole (47).

A critical assessment of the current ap
proach to action programmes could well
suggest the need to switch from a hierar
chical ordering of the temporal structure
of programme phases to an «a-tempor
al » action configuration of continuing ac
tion.

A tensegrity could prove appropriate
for modelling this concept which is more in
tune with non-western approaches to
change and action (48).

Configurative training
Although tensegrities are an expression
of the whole/part relationship, the coun
ter-intuitive problem of understanding
them is aggravated by the absence of any
training in detecting and handling configu
rations. What is the skill which enables
people to select a configuration of com
plementary elements and how can it be
developed 7 Examples are complemen
tary colours (for decor, art), courses (for
education), sounds (for music), TV pro
grammes or newspaper sections (to bal
ance the weekly diet), etc 7

How can 3 (or 5, 7, etc) " basic» comple
mentaries be determined 7 How does
choosing N+1 elements «shift» the
meaning of the labels attached to what
ever is selected or omitted form the clas
sification 7 How can people be sensitized
to a functional « gap» (of 1 or more) in a
configuration of complementaries 7

For a given N-element configuration, why
is it complete 7 How could the element
labels be comprehended to render it in
complete? If a complete configuration of
complementaries is like a chord, how can
one detect when an element is being com
prehended discordantly? How com
plete/comprehensible is the configuration
if the labels are translated into another
language? (49).

How does one learn to identify a configu
ration to balance "functional enemies»
(cf. the role of a skilled hostess) and what
is the complexity required to absorb a giv
en degree of antagonism/challenge 7
How can existing systems/networks be
represented configuratively to facilitate
comprehension?

These skills of composition and balance
are more art than science, but people
could be helped in developing them. With
out them, how could people be expected
to favour a « balanced» programme or un
derstand how to maintain the functional
balance within an organization? Stability
(" half-life» 7) of collaborative compre
hension of functions and the pattern of
their interrelationship is the key - namely
how we apprehend such configurations.
How can we stabilize our focus on less
probable configurations in the hope that
there are « islands of stability» amongst
them which could prove to be the basis of
self-stabilizing alternative organiza
tions 7

Current concern with correcting the bias
in the western comprehension of science,
change and time (50) could well give
greater practical significance to a concept
of an alternative organization as continu
ally re-creating or re-envisaging itself by
the recognition of processes which recy
cle levels of awareness associated with
both its "ontogeny.. and "phylogeny»
through a form of a-temporal standing
wave motion (51). In particular "what
each is doing» and" what we are doing
together .. may be continually re-compre
hended each at his own rate in the light of
his experience, by participants and in re
lation to the whole ppssible range of
meanings behind the labelled functions
and structures into which ongoing activity
could be classified (The organization is
then the Word being continually and colla
boratively enfleshed anew!)

Conclusions
The focus on configurations of challenge
and harmony as modelled by the range of
tensegrity structures would appear to of
fer possibilities neglected by the weak
nesses in communication net experi
ments in social organization. Of particular
interest is the manner in which "chal
lenge and harmony.. internalize "they
and we » dichotomies in new patterns of
dynamic stability. This also moves the de
bate beyond the somewhat sterile" hier-

archical systems versus organizational
network .. perspective.

The special role of the computer in setting
up and, if necessary, supporting such
configurative communications indicates
possibilities for a range of fairly well-def
ined experiments which could be under
taken in a computer conferencing envir
onment. Such experiments could clarify
some very interesting problems of com
prehension and re-conceptualization in
relation to the manner in which organiza
tion functions are perceived, whether indi
vidually or collectively, in order to maintain
the stability of the configuration. Further
work could well focus on the nature of
non-dualistic complementarity in a wide
range of traditional sets (e.g. gods, vir
tues, etc, even in mandala form) or their
contemporary counterparts (e.g. values,
needs, problems, etc), and how these are
to be comprehended as sets. For it is from
the stability, for a group, of less probable
conceptual configurations that new forms
of alternative organization could emerge
even if only for those who can maintain
whatever conceptual discipline is re
quired for a given degree of complexity.

Clearly this paper suffers from lack of pre
cision and concreteness, but there is pos
sibly even a configurative element in ad
vancing this topic by tangential investiga
tions which thus delineate the central fo
cus without attempting premature closure
within an inadequate framework. The pos
sibility for experiment is however very
concrete.
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IMPLEMENTING PRINCIPLES BY BALANCING
CONFIGURATIONS OF FUNCTIONS

a tensegrity organization approach

Fig. 4

. '"

B

coordination

A> B

A

This approach has the advantage of ren
dering explicit two functional situations of
operational (or policy) significance. It thus
goes beyond the relatively simplistic re
cognition of " A and B are interrelated ".
In contrast 10 the Venn diagram conven
tion, it is not the bounded area which de
notes the function, but rather the boun
dary line or track (which most economi
cally takes a circular form).

The set of functions as initially conceived
may give rise to misunderstanding if:
- each function is not of equal value (e.g.

such that one is in all cases of lower pri
ority than another)

- one does not in fact relate to the others
in a group, or only relates to some of
them.

These possibilities are considered in a la
ter section. If the set has been well-con
ceived, it would appear that its constituent
functions should obey the following rule,
provisionally formulated as :
Each function basic to the operation of a
well-balanced group gives rise to two
operational situations in relation to each
other basic function:

This may be interpreted from the diagram
in terms of how the thicker line reflects ei
ther:
- the « penetration" of one boundary by

the other, (e.g. A over B) or
- the" blockage" of any such penetra

tion by an " impenetrable" boundary.-

- function B has priority over function A
- function A has priority over function B

Fig. 5

Dept Dep! Depl Depl
A BeD

Fig. 3

administration
coordination
prog. dewelooment

(*) This is a simplisitic interpretation as is discussed la
ter

e.g. for 2 functions (see Fig 5)

By drawing thick lines at the cross-over
points of the functional boundaries. it is
possible to represent relationships of two
distinct forms:

It is the fact that functions A and B are re
presented as intersecting or overlapping
in the diagram which makes explicit their
relationship as a basis for any organiza
tion. As such, the diagram is somewhat
trivial. However, the Venn diagram con
vention can be adapted in a useful way by
introducing the concept of dominance or
priority(*).

In previous papers the advantages of in
vestigating "tensegrity" organization
have been put forward(2, 3) The problem
of deciding on functions and relating them
to a given tensegrity pattern was raised
but not addressed. This is the purpose of
the next section.

Recognizing relationships
The question is how to represent explicitly
the relationships perceived in a set of
functions which are to be the basis of a vi
able organization, policy, programme or
conceptual scheme(1). One interesting
possibility is to adapt the conventions of
the Venn diagram used in symbolic logic
and « new mathematics ".

e.g. for 3 functions (see Fig. 4)

- matrix structure, as in « matrix" organ-
izations (see Fig. 3) .

Fig. 1

- hierarchy (or tree) structure, as in con
ventional organizations e.g. for 6 func
tions (see Fig. 1).

Structural options
Leaving aside situations in which no con
scious attempt is made to structure such
relationships, one of two structural ex
tremes may be used to reflect them:

Introduction

- associative network structure, as in
« network" organizations e.g. for 6
functions (see Fig. 2)

When a decision is made to pursue a
group of concerns, there is a basic prob
lem of ensuring that they are appropriately
interrelated and do not simply constitute a
fragmented collection of initiatives. This
paper examines a new approach to the
systematic recognition of the interre!a
tionships necessary to the emergence of
a viable configuration of concerns at a
new level of significance.
The « concerns" could take many forms.
They could emerge from individual resolu
tions or recommendations. They could be
elements of a declaration of principles. Or
they could be research priorities, projects,
or the functions required in an organiza
tion. That they are interrelated, or at least
should be, follows from the initial intention
whereby they were treated as a set of in
some way complementary elements(1).
How they are interrelated is seldom clar
ified initially and often only emerges, if at
all, in the operational considerations in
any organization(s) through which they
are implemented. The number of concerns
accepted in a given case depends both on
the distinguishing power and on the ability
to comprehend and communicate their
necessary nature as a consequence of
that act of distinction. The level of ability
may not be adequate for a viable structure
to emerge (1).

The first of these merely indicates formal
reporting channels and not the necessary
operational communications. It is also in
many ways symptomatic of the problems
to be overcome. The second is seldom
used explicitly, even though operational
links could be represented, but it also fails
to clarify what are necessary relation
ships. A more recent innovation also fails
in this respect:

administra
tion.

coordina
tion.

program
development.

training communica
tions.

planning program
development Fig. 2
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- a situation in which it is of primary con
cern

- a situation in which it is of secondary
concern.

Within the above convention, this is re
presented by patterns of thickened lines
at the boundary cross-over points

e.g. for 3 functions (see Fig. 6)

Fig. 6

Maintaining equilibrium
While such functional" weaving» is inter
esting, it does not yet clarify what relation
ships are necessary to prevent operation
al shocks from de-stabilizing the configu
ration as a whole. What ensures the main
tenance of dynamic equilibrium? (Growth
and evolution need to be considered la
ter).
At this point it is helpful to conceive of the
" functional boundary lines» as being at a
higher level of abstraction than the
thickened portions at the cross-over
points. In effect the boundary lines are
made manifest or defined by the
thickened portions(*). It is also helpful to
conceive of the thickened portions as be
ing straight, such that the curvature of the
boundary must be defined by a series of
thickened lines angled in relation to each
other.
The necessary relationships may now be
understood as the connectors required to
protect the geometry defined by the
thickened portions (separators) of the
lines.

e.g. for 3 functions (see Fig. 7)

Inserting the first 12 connector lines dem
onstrates the approach to maintaining the
configuration. But is also raises the very
interesting questions of the unconnected
ends of the separators and the limitations
ofthe two-dimensional representation. An
"outer» set of 9 connector lines way be

(.) The boundary lines may perhaps be considered
" virtual », as in computer «virtual memory".

added with some form of distortion, but
this still leaves the" outermost" 3 separ
ators incompletely bound compared to the
others.

The operational significance of such con
nector lines in an organization will be dis
cussed below. At this point it is sufficient
to suggest that the incomplete bonding is
characteristic of many (non-self-reliant)
organizations which depend upon their
external environments to maintain their
functional stability. Typically this may in
volve either of the following:
- an external resource pool
- an external waste product" sink" (Le.

no recycling)

This dependence limits the organization's
ability to recognize the process cycles
through which it is embedded in, and
" feeds" off, its environments. David
Bohm's concept of "holocyclation» re
lates to this(4).

3-Dimensiona I equivalent
Because of the topological nature of the
representation above, it can be trans
formed into a three-dimensional structure
by simply" folding up the petals" in order
to insert the 3 final connectors. Were the
connectors made of elastic material, they
would then become of equal length in
such a final dynamic equilibrium configu
ration. Fig. 9 is thus the equivalent of Fig.
7. Fig. 9 is one of the simplest tensegrity
structures: a tensegrity icosahedron.
(Fig. 8 is an indication of how Fig. 9 ap
proximates to the circles of Fig. 7). It
would be a mistake to treat such repres
entational transformations as trivial, for in
operational terms they reflect a funda
mental change in attitude in which "in
ner» and " outer» environments are re
cognized as inverted mirror reflections of
each other(*). It would also be a mistake
to fail to reflect on the operational signifi
cance of the minimum opposing (comple
mentary extreme) properties that need to
be attributed to the" separators" (e.g. ri
gidity) and the" connectors" (e.g. flexib
ility) for the structure to exist. This has
been touched on in earlier papers, but re
mains a fruitful area of exploration in
which premature closure, even if possible,
should be avoided(**).

More than 3 functions
Clearly the same approach may be used
where 4 or more functions are considered

basic. In Annex 1, the case of 6 functions
is explored. This results in a tensegrity
icosidodecahedron. Six functions have
been selected for the recently launched
Hexiad Project, although the instigators
choose to work with a different tensegrity
structure in the light of an interesting alt
ernative interpretation (5).
Now although this approach could be
used in the case of any number of basic
functions, there is an indication of an early
limit. Most tensegrity structures have tri
angular, square, pentagonal or hexagonal
"faces". Above this number there are
problems of stability (which remain to be
explored). Aside from which, in an organ ..
izational setting there are problems of
handling more than about 7 varieties of in
formation(1 ).

This limit may be bypassed by a logical
extension of the method described above.
This is explored in Annex 2 for the case of
the 26 sub-projects of the United Nations
University's Goals, Processes and Indica
tors of Development project. By coinci
dence, a recently produced diagrammatic
representation of the structure of that pro
ject reflects the first step in the extension
of the method (see Fig. 12) Note that
where the number of equivalent basic
functions is so high, the circuits do not all
interact with each other(***). Although
there are always the two forms of interac
tion. The rule mentioned above must
therefore be modified to ensure adequate
functional "basket weaving" for the
" basket" to be a viable structure. Further
investigation is required.
Functional articulation may be continued.
The tensegrity structural consequence is
reflected in the generation of geodesic
polyhedra developed by R Buckminster
Fuller(6). Needless to say, there are many
interesting aspects, variants and excep
tions (e.g. for less than 3 functions) which
remain to be explored.
An important alternative to note emerges
as the number of crossover points (or se
parators) on any circuit increases. Whilst
the straight separators may always be re-

(*) In psychoanalytical terms it is equivalent to an indi
vidual's confrontation with his own" shadow" and an
understanding of the death/rebirth cycle - a counterpart
to recognition of both the ultimate feedback conse
quences of waste-product dumping and the need for re
cycling.
(•• ) It raises the same diffIculties as comprehending
the nature of « yin " and« yang » In Chinese philosophy
(*""*) In geometrical terms, they are then lesser rather
than great circles around the sphere; under certain
conditions both may occur together.

c
c

o

B

Fig. 8
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Fig. 7



Fig. 11 : Icosidodecahedron tensegrity in 3~dimen5ions.

Annex 1 ; Case of 6 functions

Usmg the same approach as for Fig 7,
circles A, S, C, D, E and F can be mter
linked to form Fig. 10. This IS a two-di
mensional representation of the tenseg
nty Icosldodecahedron shown m Fig. 11
In three dimensions. The shaded pen
tagons In Fig. 10 are distorted progres
sively away from the centre but are all
the same size in Fig. 11, as are the
shaded triangles. The edges of these ar
eas are the connectors. The separators
are shown in thickened black lines,
again distorted in lenght away from the
centre. The five outermost shaded por
tions fold up together (like petals) to
form the twelfth pentagon. (Note that
nght and lelt··handed versions of such
tensegntles may be constructed.)
Comments on the lettering are given in
connection with Annex 2

duced in length to maintain a separation
between them (resulting in a "diamond
pattern »), they may also be increased In

length and allowed to touch (resulting in a
"circuit pattern»). This eliminates the
need for some connectors which then fol
low the circuit pattern of the linked separ
ators(2). This can result in viable struc
tures even when there are only three ele
ments in the circuit. It is however the most
common pattern with higher numbers of
cross-over points per circuit.

Operational significance
For any of this to be of operational signi
ficance, the" decodification » of the basic
features of such structures must be clar
ified:
1. Separators: It was suggested above

that the abstract "functions» should
be defined at the level of the separa
tors which themselves only occur at in
teraction points between functions. As
such they may be interpreted as some
form of action in terms of one function
but in relation to another. In earlier pa
pers the notion of a "struggle" be
tween opposing conceptions was sug
gested, and it is interesting that Calla
way treats them as" projects »(5). It is
a question of what one function has to
do to define itself in relation to another.
Thus, for example, in the interaction in
an enterprise of the functions" human
relations» and " production» :
- human relations must dominate pro

duction under certain conditions (to
which trade unions and personnel
managers are particularly sensitive)

- production must dominate human re
lations if "the job is going to get
done in time ».

2. Circuits: The significance of circuits as
functions has been discussed above. It
needs to be stressed that functions
cannot be described in the abstract or
in isolation. They acquire reality in
terms of action and that action only oc
curs In relation to other functions(').

(. ) One ,mage which may be helpful IS that of a hne at
boats lseparators) travelling around the CircUIt and
meetIng successive waves correspondmg to other
functional crrCUlts The separator denotes the speCial
actlon reqUired In each case for the direction (and func
tional mtegrlty) to be maintained

, Fig. 10; Icosidodecahedron lensegrily represenled in 2-dimensions.



3. Connectors: As suggested above,
these may be taken to signify the lines
of communication whereby the rela
tionship between different activities
(separators) is maintained in order to
preserve the interrelationship between
functions necessary for the functional
Ifltegrity of the whole.

4. Facial areas: These are the triangular,
square, pentagonal or hexagonal ar
eas defined by the connectors (and
also by the separators in the circuit
pattern). They may be usefully thought
of as " decision arenas ", or possibly
" roundtables", in which a balance
has to be struck between the different
forces (functional issues) entering the
" mandate" of the particular arena.
Clearly each such arena has quite dis
tinct responsibilities. Note that the limi
tation on the number of sides to an
area usefully reflects the practicallimi
tations on the size of a viable commit
tee or task force - or the variaties of in
formation which can be handled to
gether in such a setting.

5. Structural" pimples" and" dimples» :
There is no need to focus solely on
spherically symmetrical structures, de
spite their advantages. Portions of a
structure may be missing, resulting in a
" dimple" (an expression used by
Buckminster Fuller). This would corre
spond to unactivated functions and ac
tivities. On the other hand "extra"

Fig. 12: Diagrammatic representation of UNU/GPID structure.Annex 2:
Case of « 26 functions»
The Goals, Processes and Indicators of
Development (GPID) project of the UN
University started in 1977 with 24 sub
projects (gradually increased by some
5 additional «study groups" of sub-pro
ject status). This complex project has
recently been represented by Fig. 12 in
which the small circles indicate 26 sub
projects. There is internal concern re
garding (a) proposals to increase the
number of sub-projects, and (b) prob
lems of ensuring appropriate interlin
kage between them to constitute a co
herent whole consistent with the GPID
mandate.
Assuming that each sub-prOject repres
ents a distinctive" function", it is possi
ble to construct, by geodesic subdivi
sion of an icosahedron, a tensegrity with
30 functional circuits (some of them
lesser circles). The (10-frequency) ten
segrity icosahedron has 750 separators
(activities ?) and 1500 connectors
(communication paths ?). This seems to
be unnecessarily complex given the le
vel of activity of GPID. It is already diffi
cult enough to understand.
Assuming that the sub-projects are in
fact «groupable " into sets of more ba
sic «functions ", a simpler approach
may be sought. And in fact the original
24 were grouped into 4 : goals, proces
ses, indicators and tools. These howe
ver excluded the steering/coordinative
function evident from Fig. 12. They also
exclude the self-reflexive function cha
racterized by some recent papers. For
the sake of illustration only, let it be
assumed that there are currently 6
basic functions grouping some 30 sub
proJects. In which case Fig. 10 may be

used to explore the necessary interrela
tionships for the coherence of GPID as
a whole. The separator circuits A, B, C,
D, E and F represent the 6 functions
with 5 sub-projects per circuit.
For the GPID to maintain functional in
tegrity, communications must then be
maintained according to the pattern of
connectors outlining the shaded areas
of pentagons and triangles. The round
table decision arenas represented by
the latter are an indication of the inter
paradigmatic considerations to be main
tained in balance. Some may appear ob
vious (possibly due to their ease or ap
peal), others much less so.
The areas have been labelled according
to the functions defining them. Thus area
ABCDE (in the centre) indicates a prior
ity or causal relationship of
A>B>C>D/E>A... It may be con
sidered as labelling the circularity of the
priorities governed by a particular feed
back loop necessary to the functional in
tegrity of the GPID preoccupations.
Note each labelled area is matched by
one in which the reverse ordering holds.
So ABCDE is matched by one formed
when the outer areas are folded up to
form the twelfth pentagon AEDeS. In the
3-dimensional form the apparent cen
trality of ABCDE in the 2-dimensional
form is shown to be arbitrary (or at most
the temporary consequence of a parti
cular viewpoint).
On the practical question of how to de
code the functions and their 30 sub-pro
jects, Fig. 10 raises an important issue.
Because each element is defined in re
lation to the whole, the conventional
practice of only articulating any such
definition within a SUb-project is shown

to be inadequate (or even dysfunction
al). The significance of verbal descrip
tors is challenged by the context. It is in
this light that matching of Fig. 10 to GPID
elements should be explored. Are sub
projects associated with a particular
function equally distinct? Is the set
complete? Into what « gaps" do addi
tional sub-projects get slotted? Are
some sub-projects effectively sub-sub
projects? Is there a functionally signifi
cant sequence to sub-projects asso
ciated with a particular function ?(*)
As stressed earlier, there are many ten
segrities and perhaps many ways of
making use of their power as « interrel
aters ". In the future, sets of viable patt
erns for consideration could be generat
ed by computer("). This is specially
relevant to the continuing evolution of
GPID through any more appropriate
patterns of functional interlinkage(***).

n The art of reaching an appropriate bal
ance is perhaps somewhat analogous
(tn their cultural contexts) to Navaho
sand-painting or the associated diSCI
pline of mandala construction. Here
however it is a collective exercise,

(") But to exist at any given moment, a par
ticular pattern must be used. The act at
distinguishing such a number-governed
pattern is analogous to the cathedral
builder's choice of a set of "sacred
numbers» to govern the proportions and
symmetry of the building. Here tile basic
symmetry IS a guarantee of non-hierar
chical functional integrity.

(U') The dynamics of the relationships basic
to the equilibrium of a model such as FIg.
11 will be considered in a later paper.
But to think of it as static would be as
misleadmg as crude portrayals of mod
els of the Bohr atom or the DNA mole
cule



functions may be associated with the
basic pattern as represented by ele
ments added onto the spherical struc
ture. This is a rich area for exploration.

Organizational significance
It is important to note that the organiza
tional pattern has been defined above in
terms of the realism of activities, func
tions, communications and decision
« arenas ». This contrasts with the forma
lism of conventional preoccupation with
organizational units, reporting lines, and
programmes.
In the light of the preceding sections, it is
now possible to map out the complete
functional organization. This done, there
is then the interesting question of the « or
ganization structure» to be associated
with each component. Some types of or
ganization structure are:
- independent organization
- department/section
- programme/project
- person/role
- job activity
- attention time
- procedure/rule
- automated decision procedure.
Now the notion of function may, for exam
ple, be associated with a department, a
programme, or a person, which would thus
be represented by a circuit of separators.
The attribution would depend on the com
plexity of the organization. Alternatively,
an individual activity might be associated
with a department, a project, or some
one's attention time, which would thus be
represented by a separator. A decision
arena might be the responsibility of a
committee or task force, a person, some
one's attention time, or an automated de
cision procedure - again depending on
the complexity of the organization.
The functional requirements make clear
:he activities or decision arenas to which
attention must be given by whatever ap
propriate structural element - in order for
the functional integrity of the organization
to be maintained. In particular it draws at
tention systematically to features which
have not been considered explicitly - and
which certainly do not emerge from con
ventional organization charts("). In the
latter it is assumed that functional integri
ty is maintained by top-down decision
making. The weakness of this is evident
from the increasing number of constraints
(e.g. in personnel relations) to which top
down management is subject. In the ten
segrity organization, the manage
ment/leadership function is merely one
amongst several functional circuits. It
dominates each other function under cer
tain conditions, but is dominated by each
of them under others("'). Where there
are many functions, it may not even inter
act with some of them.

Implications

This paper indicates how, from the initial
logical conception of an interrelated com
plex of functions, a non-hierarchical or
ganizational structure can be elaborated.
It has the merit of indicating specifically
and systematically the interrelated opera-

tional concerns which must be borne in
mind (or reflected in functional responsib
ilities) in order for functional integrity to be
maintained. This is a significant structural
and operational step beyond any check
list of « management do's and don'ts» or
of a mathematically generated set of pos
sible functional combinations.
The approach provides a functional cod
ing scheme which emphasizes functional
integrity in a non-parasitical relationship
to the environment. As such it has built in
« organic» and holistic qualities which
contrast with the somewhat mechanical
and fragmented thinking reinforced by
conventional hierarchical coding
schemes. It is almost as though the latter
stressed a functional « flat earth" quality
in contrast to functional « roundness» as
a desirable alternative.
Whilst the approach lends itself to simple
" cook-book» organizational design, any
structures or structural features are a
standing challenge inviting deeper com
prehension. This is because the nature
and significance of each element is ne
cessarily determined by its relation to the
functional whole. Thus if a verbally defined
project is associated with a particular se
parator, the position of the separator is an
invitation to understand a deeper signifi
cance of the words describing the project,
or alternatively to recognize the functional
characteristics the words have failed to
capture.
The approach has much to recommend it
in showing part/whole relationships such
as of small groups (commissions) to a
plenary body (e.g. in a meeting). It also of
fers a valuable means of seeing the rela
tionship of independent organizations in a
functionally integrated network.
In seeking to use tensegrities, it may
prove that it is more appropriate to treat
them as extremely powerful conceptual
" interrelators" for whatever projection
onto them can be adequately sustained
and comprehended within the collectivity
concerned. This may be incomprehensi
ble to "outsiders ", thus unable to work
within that pattern. It is useful, for exem
pie, to reflect on the elegance with which
tensegrities can interrelate complex patt
erns of differences (separators) and simi
larities (connectors) at a time when so
ciety is torn between the simplistic ex
tremes of personal or collective violence
on the one hand, and sexual/ecstatic
merger or planetary integration/union on
the other. Could it be that tensegrities in
dicate a way of articulating and interrelat
ing differences such that the latters' se
parative properties (normally destructive)
provide the necessary basis for the con
struction of a new collective space? (Is
any attempt to base new structures solely
on similarities doomed to failure as a con
tradiction in terms ?)
The tensegrity, as a configuration of dif
ferences, then provides a way of releasing
and channelling energy from differences
(in orientation, including opposition, for
example). What then are the energy con
taining patterns of differences and simi
larity (cf. social differences and the simi
larities of "equality,,; paradigmatic and
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ideological differences, etc), and how can
they evolve? Is the energy derived
through «oscillation" in relation to a
more fundamental field than that embod
ied in the tensegrity as collectively com
prehended?
Finally, there is a certain practicality and
elegance in moving beyond the divide
and-rule exploitation of the rivalries,
which tend to undermine every initiative,
to their transformation into a non-hierar
chical structuring device - rather than try
ing vainly to eliminate them and thus for
feiting the energy they generate. The
same might be said of the many illusions
by which individuals and groups are pla
gued according to their learning experi
ence - the containment and boundedness
they provide, and the energy they gener
ate, could well determine their place as in
formation processing stages in a larger
pattern which they collectively make man
ifest. Given the knowledge and population
explosions, the amount of ignorance
" generated" and" accumulated" is pro
gressively increasing. If it cannot be elimi
nated, efforts should be made to benefit
collectively from its characteristics before
these make it impossible to do so. This
perspective has the merit of indicating
how this might be done without exploita
tion.
Although much remains to be investigat
ed, numerous possibilities for practical
experiment are now open. The Hexiad
Project is to be congratulated on being the
first to use tensegrity organization princi
ples(5, 7}. That they should be first used
to link the alternative communities of
Findhorn (Scotland), Auroville (India), and
Arcosanti (USA), with the aid of computer
conferencing techniques, is perhaps a
lesson to more conventional international
bodies.

("'*) The non-liarly structured InterrelationshIp of de
Cision arenas here contrasts with the linear listings and
checklists to be found in standard management tex·
tbooks.
i""") It is interesting that sophisticated hierarchical Ot
ganizations achieve balance by having a functIonal
safety-valve in which the " chief" IS ridicu led and the
« underdog" may even takeover temporarily This is
evident in some folk rituals but also occurs in rudimen
tary form in some modern corporations (e.g. annual
celebrations in which custard pies may be thrown at the
president, possibly at a price for a charitable cause; or
the special freedoms of New Year parties).
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A NEW GLOBAL ORGANIZATIONAL ORDER

Principles essential to widespread response to world crises. Prepared for the planning meeting of the Planetary Initiative for the World We
Choose (Stony Point. January 1981)

1. People and groups (small or large) tend to disagree on basic
issues when faced with complex problems and opportunities.
Such disagreement often takes the form of unrestrained
mutual hostility or perceived mutual irrelevance.

2. Preoccupation with achieving or imposing consensus absorbs
considerable energy, alienates or represses many willing to
contribute to a solution, and necessitates oversimplifications
which are ultimately dangerous. Such consensus when
achieved is usually of a token nature and can seldom be sa
tisfactorily operationalized.

3 Social development is both the consequence and catalyst of
individual human development which, although essentially un
definable, is characterized by increased ability to seek out and
respond harmoniously to both diversity and challenging ad
versity.

4. Complex problems may be understood and approached in dif
ferent and seemingly contradictory ways - and the variety of
such approaches tends to be essential to adequate contain
ment and transmutation of the problem complex.

5. When coalitions can be formed on the basis of some degree of
consensus this will and should be done. However, where there
is resistance to such coalitions, or considerable resources are
wasted on competition between coalitions, a " New Organiza
tional Order" is vital to further success.

6. Conventional organizations, whether hierarchies or networks,
achieve limited success by relying on performance at focal
centres within domains over which consensus is maintained.
The focalizing task at any such centre becomes virtually im
possible, however, when the full range of harmonies and dis
sonances in the real world has to be encompassed. A " virtual
centre" is called for.

7 A" New Organizational Order" may be brought into being by
recognizing the fundamental distinction between local centres
(focalizing local or specialized consensus) and the" unoccup
ied common centre" whose position is determined by the patt
ern of all local specialized centres constellated around it. It is
the very pattern of harmonies and dissonances between the
local centres which can then engender the space of which the
unoccupied centre is the focal reference point. This only oc
curs if the mutual rejection ofthose most strongly opposed is

contained, by allowing them appropriate separation, and is
thus itself used to maintain the form of the pattern.

8. The common centre can only exist and" function" by remain
ing free from the pattern by which it is defined. In a " New Or
ganizational Order" communications cannot pass through
such a centre or be mediated by it. They must travel along
pathways through the pattern around the circumference (as is
true on this planet). This permits many coalitions with pro
found differences of opinion to exist simultaneously (for exam
ple even as to whether it is " day" or " night" on the planet).
However, it is their very complementarity within the un
bounded overall pattern which maintains the stability of that
pattern and contains its dynamism.

9. Such dialectical freedom (the freedom to dialogue) can only be
adequate operationally as an organizational response to the
present challenges if the dialectical pattern is rendered expli
cit. The greater the diversity encompassed or tolerated within
the pattern, the more explicit the structure of that pattern must
necessarily be. Encompassing social reality in this way thus
depends upon a higher order of consensus which does not it
self depend upon universal consensus of a lower order at the
verbal/conceptual level. However the unoccupiable central
position can necessarily only be defined and understood to a
very limited extent from any local centre within the pattern.

10. The" New Organizational Order" can only succeed by being
open to the harmonious and conflictual redistribution of infor
mation and energy around the pattern as a whole. For the patt
ern to maintain its coherence and integrity, care must be taken
to ensure the emergence of a complement to every portion of
the pattern; such counterpatterns counteract and absorb each
other's excesses and energize each other's evolution.

11. The " New Organizational Order" cannot ultimately depend
upon a single pattern to redistribute energies in response to
present circumstances. Different patterns need to emerge ac
cording to the diversity to be interrelated and in response to
the continuing pressures of human and social development.
Familiarity with the range of patterning possibilites, and how
their emergence may be facilitated, is an important factor in
making this alternative viable.

12. The" New Organizational Order" will prove most significant
when the transition between patterns can itself be made in
harmony with a pattern of a yet higher order.





Network dossier

NETWORKING AlTEANATION
an alternation network of 384 pathways of organizational transformation
interpreted for networks in the light of the Chinese Book of Changes

Part I

Introduction
This exercise is concerned with change
and with the development of better ways
of responding to its possibilities in various
forms of socially organized activity. The
exercise has only been applied to ne
tworks but, as will be seen, it could just as
well be applied to groups, organizations,
meetings .or intentional communities, in
each of which very similar challenges are
faced.

1. Networks Networks and networking
have become extremely fashionable over
the past decade, even within the intergov
ernmental community, as a means of cir
cumventing weaknesses perceived in
conventional styles of organization. But in
practice networks themselves have failed
to live up to the hopes placed in them, de
spite their positive image and the appear
ance of enthusiastic publications in sup
port of that image (1 ,2).
An example of such unbridled optimism is
the following: "Just as bureaucracy is
less than the sum of its parts, a network is
many times greater than the sum of its
parts. This is a source of power never be
fore tapped in history: multiple self-suffi
cient social movements linked for a whole
array of goals whose accomplishment
would transform every aspect of contem
porary life... most people don't see them 
or think they are conspiracies ». (2, p.236)
The kinds of criticism that can be made
are that:
(a) in some cases" network" is merely
used as a substitute for what previously
functioned with limited effectiveness un
der the name of " club» or " group »;
(b) networking tends to function by filter
ing out conflict and opposition and thus is
ill-equipped to interrelate a diversity of
perspectives, many of which may involve
fundamantal disagreements (sometimes
manageable by hierarchies in an " objec
tionable » manner);
(c) the informal strengths of networks
have been transformed into weakneses
through rejection of any form of compen
satory self-discipline; networks tend to
become" flabby" and subject to a variety
of " networking diseases ». (3)
(d) networks tend to function as tempor
ary vehicles for enthusiasm and are fre
quently abandoned as soon as unpleas
ant realities have to be faced;
(e) the networking philosophy is often
geared to that of "positive thinking»
which negates the possibilitiy of criticism
and especially self-criticism, thus hinder-

ing collective learning for the develop
ment of the network.
The question is then whether there are
any clues to ways of " tensing" networks
to correct such tendencies (4). What can
be done to prevent the energy from drain
ing out of networks? One approach has
been discussed under the heading of
"tensegrity organization" as a hybrid
" marriage» between networks and hier
archies (5).
A related approach is to assume that ne
tworks fail to contaih problems because
they are effectively out-manoevered by
the dynamics of such problems. As in the
martial arts, a network must swiftly re-or
der its conceptual and organizational re
sources to keep up with shape-shifting
and hydra-like transformations of the
problematique. The network may need to
alternate between several modes of ac
tion and conception in order to respond
effectively (6, 7). If this is the case how
can we come to recognize t~e pattern of
transformation pathways of which the
network needs to be aware?

2. Groups and organizations: Clearly
groups and organizations also need to be
aware of the transformational pathways
they may have to use to be able to contain
problems effectively. Like networks, which
are anyway a more loosely ordered form of
organization, they may need to alternate
between several modes of action or con
ception.

3. Meetings: Conferences have been
usefully perceived as temporary organiza
tions. In many ways they also resemble
networks. They too tend to fail to live up to
the expectations placed in them, espe
cially with respect to response to the
world problematique. As with networks,
the significance tends to leak out of them,
leaVing the problems unaffected. There is
little collective awareness of the transfor
national and organizational dynamics of
the problematique (8).

4. Intentional communities: The past de
cades have seen many attempts to esta
blish intentional communities. Many have
broken up because of inability to order
their dynamics satisfactorily. Such « alt
ernative " communities combine many of
the features of networks, groups, organi
zations and meetings. As such they are
faced with many of the same difficulties.

Chinese insights
It is debateable whether Western-style
organization has reached the limits of its

ability to improve its "effectiveness".
Even if this is not the case, it is possible
that new insights can be derived from
non-Western approaches, as is indicated
by the current Western concern with the
art of Japanese management. These
would have the merit of breaking out of the
currently criticized constraints of " euro
centric" modes of thought (9, 10, 11) that
have been largely responsible for ne
tworking as it is presently known.
For example, the above challenge can be
usefully clarified by an exercise in adapt
ing the insights of The Book of Changes,
otherwise known as the I Ching (12). This
has been a major influence on Chinese
thinking for 3,000 years, providing a com
mon source for both Confucian and Taoist
philosphy. As noted by R G H Siu: « For
centuries, the I Ching has served as a
principal guide in China on how to govern
a country, organize an enterprise, deal
with people, conduct oneself under diffi
cult conditions, and contemplate the fu
ture. It has been studied carefully by phi
losophers like Confucius and men of the
world like Mao Tse-tung " (13). For this
reason the popularity of its (ab)use as an
oracle should not be confused with the
philosophy and insight embodied in its
structure.
With the benediction of C G Jung (12), it
has achieved wide popularity in the West
over the past decades, inspiring many
who have attempted to develop the prac
tice of networking. Part of the merit of the
book, as its title indicates. is that it pur
ports to indicate complete patterns of
changes, one of which has 384 pathways
between 64 conditions that are recogniz
able both in an individual and in society.
These insights have hitherto been inter
preted in terms of the needs of the individ
ual (of whatever degree of influence in so
ciety). Although basically they are ad
dressed to the condition of any social en
tity, they have not been applied to organ
izations as such. Thus even though
R G H Siu, cited above as one of the com
mentators on the I Ching, has managerial
interests in addition to his research role
as a biochemist at the Massachusetts In
stitute of Technology (MIT), his commen
tary is addressed to the individual.
It is interesting to note that not only did
MIT publish his commentary, it also pu
blished a study by Siu on the nature of
"Ch'i" (14). This is the psychic energy
that an individual can accumulate accord
ing to neo-taoist phHosphy. It may also be
useful to conceive of it as the kind of « en-
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ergy» which leaks out of networks or
meetings when they fail to enter appropri
ately into the dynamics of change and de
velopment.

Interpretative exercise
The structure of the I Ching is based on 64
conditions (dynamic situations, perspec
tives, challenges, phases, or modes of ac
tion or conception) with which an entity
may be faced. The underlying scheme is
based on sets of 2 or 8 more fundamental
conditions. The series could be expanded
geometrically to 128, 256, 512 or more
conditions. But as Siu notes: « The origin
ators of the I Ching judiciously stopped at
the practical limit of sixty-four. This num
ber constitutes a classification sufficiently
fine so as to provide useful types of situ
ations, against which specific cases can
be matched. Yet the subdivisions are not
so numerous as to be too cumbersome for
a single scheme» (13, p. 3). For each of
the 64 conditions there are six possible
sub-conditions (behavioural responses)
on which statements are also provided.
The text of The Book of Changes is often
written in a notoriously subtle and poetic
style. This in no way precludes an inter
pretation of its significance for organiza
tions or, more specifically, for networks.
Such an interpretation has therefore been
undertaken as an exercise in the following
pages (0). By making the interpretation
specific to networks, there is clearly a loss
of generality, but this is compensated by a
reduction in ambiguity. Subsequent eval
uation will show whether this constitutes
an unfortunate degree of distortion of the
original insights.
The interpretation given is as faithful to
the texts of the Richard Wilhelm transla
tion (12) as seeme.d feasible. Some of the
condition names have been adapted from
those suggested by Siu (13). Hopefully
this exercise will encourage others to pro
duce a more helpful interpretation.
No extraneous insights have been intro
duced. In elaborating each statement the
basic constraint was that it should be
briefly formulated with respect to a « ne
twork »and that any terms used should be
credible in a networking context. It is de
bateable whether the texts should instead
have been focussed on a « group» or « or
ganization » or even a « conference »; al
though this might have made them of more
general interest. A somewhat similar
procedure has been used in an exercise in
generating a «Universal Declaration of
Rights of Human Organization» from the
articles of the « Universal Declaration of
Human Rights» (15).
The formulation of the statements here
can be criticized because the orientation
is not always consistent. In some cases
they are formulated as injunctions as to
what the network « should» do. In other
cases they are formulated in terms of ex
planations as to the probable conse
quences of the network acting in a certain
manner. Or else they are expressed in
terms of what the network «could» or

(.) Part 11, containing Conditions 35 to 64, will appear in
the next issue.

« might» do. The original texts place the
burden of choosing between such inter
pretations on the reader.
It is important to recognize that the origi
nal text permits a complex of interpreta
tions, encouraged by the nature of the
Chinese language. For each condition the
central meaning is underdefined, although
clearly delimited by a complex of connota
tions based on terms that «alternate"
subtly in meaning between emphasis on :
abstract or concrete; operator or operand;
noun or verb; action or actor; problem or
opportunity. Any word can often be bene
ficially replaced by a synonym or an alt
ernative grammatical form. Quite distinct
conditions may acquire apparent similari
ty as a resu It of the specificity of the words
finally chosen - a choice that amounts to
a «frozen» distortion of the connotation
dynamics by which the underlying mean
ing is embodied (see insert on « Reson
ance hybrids »). The (undeterministic)
significance in fact emerges through al
ternation of attention between the possi
ble (deterministic) interpretations - in
sympathy with the theme of this paper
(see also ref. 7 ).
An exercise of this kind is therefore rather
like attempting to «tune" a «semantic
piano» in order to distinguish meanings
effectively, even though no one tuning
system can satisfactorily bring out all the
possible relationships between the con
notations (0). Longer interpretations may
offer greater clarity, as in those of Wilhelm
(12) or Siu (13). Needless to say, as an
exercise by one person, the results given
here for networks call for further « tuning»
and should therefore be viewed with res
ervation. Furthermore, it should be noted
that the presentation given here does not
do justice to the more sophisticated rela
tionships embedded in the structure of the
I Ching.

Transformation pathways
!t is the network of 384 transformation
pathways between the 64 conditions into
which an entity can supposedly get
« trapped» that is perhaps the most inter
esting feature of this exercise.
In the following pages each of the 64
numbered conditions is briefly described,
accompanied in each case by descrip
tions of 6 possible transformation path
ways from that condition. These may also
be understood as the possible " levels»
of skill with which that condition can be
faced. The number following each trans
formation possibility indicates the new
condition with which the network is then
purportedly faced. It should be empha
sized however that these are merely the
high probability transformation pathways.
Another set of pathways given here is that
of the actual sequence of the numbered
conditions. The "acausal» reason for
each such transformation is given in ital
ics at the end of each condition on the ba-

(.) Valuable Inslghts into the nature of this semantic
problem, given the possibilities of alternative tuning
systems, can be found in the works of E G McClain
(31,32). An earlier experiment focussed on .. tun
ing .. interrelated cross-cultural concept sets having
from 2 to 20 statements each (33).

sis of one of the classic commentaries on
the sequence (12). Read separately, the
italic text constitutes an interesting
acausal cycle, with many links of immedi
ately comprehensible relevance to cur
rent world conditions (e.g. progress-de
cline-community (35 to 37), adversity-ba
sic need-revolution (47 to 49), or libera
tion-deficiency-aid (40 to 42).
If in a particular condition the network en
gages in lower probability multiple trans
formations the result is not apparent here,
although The Book of Changes does em
ploy a binary coding system from which
this can be determined without ambigui
ty (0).
The range of possible transformation
pathways encoded in this way is of great
value in the light of contemporary efforts
to grasp the nature of change in relation to
human and social development.

Contrasting exercises
As a work of political philosophy, it is use
ful to contrast interpretations of the I
Ching with an early Western equivalent,
namely Machiavelli's The Prince (16).
Both provide recommendations to rulers,
but the I Ching also adapts its recommen
dations to the initiatives of the ruled. The
Prince has been severely criticized (often
inappropriately, given the instabilities of
its historical context), because of the dis
tinctly undemocratic values of the princes
for whom it was designed. In contrast,
built into the I Ching is the progressive
discovery of " superior values ", however
these are to be understood by the user.
As with Machiavelli's advice, the network
ing precepts from the I Ching could prove
as valuable to the" iII-intentioned » as to
the" well-intentioned ». It would be inter
esting to compare the precepts given here
with those in the network operations man
uals of intelligence services and revolutio
nary groups, given their respective under
standing of " superior values ". !t is worth
noting that another set of 394 Chinese
precepts, in Sun Tzu's classic The Art of
War, has received considerable attention
in modern military academies (17). It is
based on the principle that it is the su
preme art of war to subdue the enemy
without fighting. Contemporary students
of organizational life have also benefited
from an adaptation of Machiavelli's in
sights by Antony Jay to the management
of corporations (18).
Organization sociologists do not appear
to have had the ambition (or the presump
tion) to attempt such a transformation
map. Although in 1958 March and Simon
published a study, now a classic, tracing
parts of what might have become such a
map (19). This does not appear to have
been followed up. Literature reviews have
since resulted in the production of " in
ventories" of concepts for organization
effectiveness, as in that of J L. Price (20)

(.) Leibniz is reported to have been influenced in the
17th century by the binary code of the I Ching. which
could therefore be said to have influenced the de
sign of modern computers. The striking relationship
to the genetic coding system has also been ex
plored (34).



with 31 propositions, or more recently in
that of D Hand B L Smith with approxi
mately 400 concrete suggestions, espe
cially for voluntary associations (21).
Of special interest is the exercise of Ed
ward de Bono who has produced an Atlas
of Management Thinking (see insert).
This identifies 200 functions or « complex
situations" which bear a striking resem
blance to those derived from the I Ching.
The Western managerial sciences have
given rise to many treatises on problem
solving in organizations. One of the origin
ators of systems science, Russel Ackoff,
has condensed his understanding of the
art of problem solving into 34
" fables" (22). Semi-humorous insights
have also emerged in the form of numer
ous " laws" (Parson, Peter, etc), culmi
nating in their synthesis in John Gall's 32
" axioms" in Systemantics (23). Another
semi-humorous approach, inspired by the
holds and positions in the martial arts, is
that of Thierry Gaudin who has identified
21 institutional "katas" (24). It is ap
propriate to note that the control of
" ch'i ", mentioned earlier, is basic to the
Eastern martial arts.
Western efforts to provide (world) sys
tems models of the interrelationships be
tween socio-political conditions fa socie
ties (as opposed to socio-economic con
ditions) have been modest and of limited
success ('), compared to the preferences
for lengthy textual discourses of which
Machiavelli's is an early form. It is there
fore surprising to note that in the East a
number of societies have produced reli
giOUSly-inspired board games with
squares denoting value-based psycho
social conditions, linked by a variety of
transformation pathways, in a manner si
milar to systems flow charts. Precepts
(possibly embodied in chants) are asso
ciated with the definition of each condition
and the developmental challenge it con
stitutes. Examples are: a Tibetan game
(72 conditions) with a Bhutanese version
(64 + 13 conditions) and a Nepalese ver-

C·) For a recent general review, see J M Richardson
jr (35), reporting in a special issue on «Models 
tools for shaping reality, as well as reference 36.

Edward de Bono, founder of the Centre for
the Study of Thinking and director of the
world's largest curriculum programme for di
rect teaching of thinking in schools, is re
nowned for his promotion of « lateral think
ing ", especially in management situations.
He has recently produced an atlas « written
specifically forthe right side of the brain - the
intuitive side". For him an « atlas is a visual
reference system, and although thinking is
an abstract subject I believe we can create
perceptual maps for its use".
The problem is that we do not have adequate
right-brain images for complex management
situations. Hence the tendency to try to treat
them through fragmented verbal descrip
tions lodged in the left brain. What de Bono
does is to provide 200 images, each describ-

sion (25); a Korean game (169 condi
tions) and a Hindu equivalent (72 condi
tions), supposedly the prototype of West
ern "snakes and ladders" (26). It has
been argued that the similarity between
such games provides "the most perfect
existing eviden.ce of the underlying foun
dation of mythic concepts upon which so
much of the fabric of our culture is
built" (27).
Directly relevant to networking itself is the
effort of Network Research (Denver) to
produce a basic set of 5 rules of The Ne
tworking Game (28). These reflect the
practical recommendations which have
emerged from Western insights into the
art of at least one form of networking.
Academic work on social networks tends
to be concerned with descriptive analysis
rather than with any attempt to empower
such networks to act more effectively. In
tergovernmental bodies, such as the Unit
ed Nations University, with a declared
commitment to a network mode of action,
have not yet elaborated any such set of
guidelines.

Alternation
The vital point that emerges from this Chi
nese perspective is that it is not sufficient
to conceive of organizational conditions in
isolation, as is the prevalent tendency
among Western networkers. The pro
cesses of change in which a network is
embedded, or to which it responds, re
quire that the network consider itself in a
state of transience within a set of poten
tial conditions. It courts disaster if it at
tempts to " stick» to one condition such
as " peace ". If the dynamics of problem
networks are not being contained by pres
ent strategies, as would appear to be the
case, then organizational self-satisfaction
is a recipe for the disaster-prone or the in
effectual. It creates a false sense of sec
urity. Any condition may be right tempor
arily, none is right permanently (').
A network must continually « alternate»
its stance within the network of transfor
mation pathways in order to " keep on the
ball» and" keep its act together ". As

Atlas of Management Thinking (29)

ing one such situation (e.g. confrontation.
self-created problems, tolerance, etc). Each
image is accompanied by a verbal commen
tary.

He suggests that the atlas references pro
vide a shorthand notation for such complex
situations, enabling people to be much more
direct in labelling perceived opportunities
and traps. " The clarity with which we see a
situation is the basis for any subsequent de
cision or action ". Such thinking is very dif
ferent from much of that of the academic or
scientific world.

De Bono has coined the term" operacy " (to
be contrasted with numeracy and literacy)
as the much neglected skill of getting things
done, solving problems, discovering oppor-
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with a surfer, a wind sailor, or a sailor on
a rocking boat, if it fails to change its
stance it will be destabilized, according to
the I Ching, by one of 64 changing condi
tions through which it is forced to move in
a turbulent environment.
The developmental goal can then be con
ceived as somehow lying" through» the
exit of this labyrinth of traps for the un
wary. More satisfactorily, it is perhaps
" in " the art of moving through these con
ditions as progressively clarifying the lo
cus of a common point of reference undef
ined by any of them (cf, the Sanskrit
phrase" Neti Neti ", roughly translated as
" not this. not that»). It is this art which is
extolled in describing the use of the J
Ching or of Eastern board games (13, 26).
A similar notion has recently emerged
from theoretical physics through the work
of David Bohm (30). He stresses the na
ture of an underlying «holomovement"
from which particularities are successive
ly " unfolded" by our attention, only to be
" re-enfolded .. once again. The signifi
cance is more readily apparent in the case
of " resonance hybrids" (see insert).

The problem for a network, an organiza
tion, an intentional community, a meeting,
or even an individual, is then how to " ne
twork the alternation pathways togeth
er» and how to « alternate through a
transformational network». Hence the
ambiguous title of this paper: " network
ing alternation ... Given that understand
ing of alternation seems only to be well
developed at the instinctual or sub-con
scious level (e.g. walking, breathing, sex,
dancing), the nature of alternation pro
cesses is explored in a separate paper on
"alternation metaphors" (forthcoming).
Extending the earlier metaphor of the

(') The situation is somewhat analogous to many team
ball games where if a player tries to retain the b&lllt
will be taken from him by the opposing side, or else
the team is penalized. Furthermore networks oppos
ing the « team" of world problems find themselves
like novices having to deal with an opponent which
handles the ball with a dynamism such as that of the
Haarlem Globetrotters or a shell-game con-artist.
The focus shifts cDntinually and IS often where it is
least to be expected in order tD take advantage of
weaknesses.

tunities. conceiving ventures, and organizing
projects. «It is the more successful organi
zations that sense the need to develop furth
er thinking skills because they attribute their
success to their thinking. The less success
ful ones see no need because they blame
their failure on circumstances".
The I Ching may also be considered as an at
las of right-brain perceptions of complex si
tuations for which an appropriate notation
has been developed. Although it has the
special merit of using a right-brain context to
order the relationships between such situa
tions. Like de Bono's atlas it also makes de
liberate use of combinations of memorable
" images .. to «create a visual meta-Ian
guage for situations ». The resemblances
call for further study.



"semantic piano" however. the chal
lenge for networks is then not simply to try
to activate people by monotonous playing
of single notes (e.g. "peace ». "libera
tion ». "development»). as presently
tends to be the case. It is rather to acquire
a perspective enabling them to collabo
rate in improvising exciting. rippling tunes
with such notes (each of which is an I
Ching condition) in order to bring out all
the musical possibilities of alternation as
explored in harmony, counterpoint, dis
cord and rhythm (37).

In this sense the true potential of ne
tworking lies in the transformational pos
sibilities of «playing" on such instru-

ments. Such an approach could perhaps
provide the" requisite variety" by which
the world problematique may be tamed,
without breaking the spirit it embodies.
A related challenge is then how to repres
ent or map these transformation path
ways in a memorable manner so that the
range of possibilities becomes clear. In
the Book of Changes a mnemonic system
for the 64 conditions is given on the basis
of 8 natural features of which people have
both an instinctive and a poetic under
standing (*). This contributes significantly
to dissemination of understanding about
relationships between such conditions in
contrast to the restriction of interest in

such matters in the West to scientific el
ites. The Eastern board games mentioned
above are deliberately used for educa
tional purposes, whereas very few in the
West have access to the computer simu
lation exercises with an equivalent orien
tation.
In the final part of this paper some possib
ilities for producing an adequate general
map of the transformation pathways are
discussed.

(') The features Include: mountain, lake, wind, thunder,
light, ravine, earth and sky. Note the arguments in
fevour of some such topographically based mnem
onic system given in an earlier paper· « The territory
construed as a map" (38).

Resonance hybrids: an illustration of alternation

Some chemical molecules cannot be satis
factorily described by a single configuration
of bonded atoms. The theory of resonance is
concerned with the representation of such
molecules by a dynamic combination of
several alternative 'structures, rather than
by anyone of them alone. The molecule is
then conceived as " resonating .. among the
several conceivable/describable structures
and is said to be a « resonance hybrid» of
them. The classic example is the benzene
molecule with 6 carbon atoms. This is one of

the basic components of many larger mole
cules essential to life. Its cyclic form only be
came credible when Kekule showed that it
oscillated between structures A and B, Unus
Pauling later showed that it in fact alternates
between all five forms below (and as such
requires less energy than for anyone of
them).

This concept could be used in designing/de
scribing/operating organizations, especially

fragile coalitions. It may be the key to the
" marriage» between networks and hier
archies in tensegrity organizations (5). It
could also be used to interrelate alternative
definitions (or theories, paradigms. policies,
etc.), where none of them is completely sa
tisfactory taken in static isolation. The « un
definable» significance then emerges
through the alternation process. The condi
tions of the Book of Changes can be con
ceived as constituting a resonance hybrid,
whether collectively or individually.
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